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The Spanish Civil War, 1936-1939, was an even[ of

interest to the Military Intelligence Division (MID) of the

(Aar Department. Through the Army attaches stationed in the

major embassies in Europe, MID received technical and

tactical information concerning weapons used in Spain by the

Germans, Soviets, and Ital ians. Although the information

gathered by the attaches was often random and incomplete,

they and their sources saw trends in the development and use

of modern weapons, especially the airplane, the tank, and

antiaircraft and antitank guns. The efforts of the attaches

provided MID with information it could analyze, and from

which it could draw conclusions about the nature of a future

European ware
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INTRODUCTION

The United States Army shared with the armies of Europe

a special interest in the civil war in Spain. It was the

first time since the Great War that European weapons were

used by European peoples against a European enemy. The war

held the promise of answering questions left unanswered

since 1918. Had technology brought an end to maneuver on

the battlefield, or were the trenches of the last war an

aberration? How would the new weapons, the tank and the

airplane, tried but not fully developed during the last war,

be used in future conflicts? What were the characteristics

of the German, Soviet and Italian weapons, and how effective

were they? Would bombing raids by aircraft against civilian

and military targets cripple the enemy's morale and destroy

the will to fight as Giulio Douhet, Billy Mitchell and

others envisioned?

The United States Army, through its military attaches

in Europe, gathered tactical and technical information about

the war that was subsequently distributed throughout the

army. This information clearly indicated the stage of

development of many European weapon systems. The use of

those weapons also provided an indication of how they might

be used in the next war. That the United States Army could

not or would not make use of the "lessons" of the war in



Spain was not the fault of a lack of information.

This study is based, in part, on two intertwined

assumptions. The first assumption is that Spain was a

testing ground for European soldiers and weapons. The

second assumption is that the Spanish Civil War, being a

testing ground, was worthy of intelligence interest.

The Spanish Civil War is an event that must be looked

at within the context of its own time. Participants and

observers of the war continually, and almost uaiversally

described it in terms of a testing ground or a dress

rehearsal for the next war. A person of no'less rank and

influence than Reichemarshall Hermann Goering testified at

Nuremberg after World War II that:

With the permission of the Fuhrer,
I sent a large part of my transport fleet
and a number of experimental fighter units,
bombers, and antiaircraft guns; and in that
way I had an opport-unity to ascertain, under
combat conditions, whether the material was
equal to the task. In order that the person-
nel, too, might gather a certain amount of
experience, I saw to it that there was a
continuous flow, that is, that new people
were constantly being sent and others re-
called.

Goering was not the only German who viewed the war in

terms of training soldiers, and testing equipment. General

Wilhelm von Thoma, who commanded the German tank units in

Spain early in the war, told B. H. Liddell Hart after World
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War II that he was sent to Spain: "For it was seen that

Spain would serve as the 'European Aldershot'."'2 It is

also significant that the Condor Legion had a squadron,

designated as VB/88, called the "Experimental Flight."
3

The American Ambassador, and the American military

attache to Spain also recognized the war as a testing

ground. The Ambassador, Claude G. Bowers, used that very

phrase after the war: "Spain then was to be the testing

ground. Here would be staged the dress rehearsal for the

totalitarian was on liberty and democracy in Europe...."
4

Colonel Stephen 0. Fuqua, the attache, wrote in the spring

of 1937 that "It is generally accepted that the civil war in

Spain had not only been a laboratory for testing equipment -

particularly of German and Russian designs, but a 'dress

rehearsal' for the next war."
5

Although high ranking Italian and Soviet participants

have not left as much information on their attitudes or

participation as have the Germans, their civilian and

military journalists, along with those of most of the major

industrialized countries of the world, not only wrote in

terms of a testing ground, but dwelt on the "lessons" to be

learned from the war being fought. This desire to draw

conclusions and theorize about the evolution of warfare is,

in itself, a manifestation of the concept of Spain as a

testing ground. The writers looked at weapons and tactics,
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and tested former assumptions about warfare against what was

perceived to be happening, and attempted to draw conclusions

about the shape of future wars. They too spoke of Spain as

a dress rehearsal and a testing ground.
6

Spain afforded attaches and other observers a unique

opportunity to learn about a variety of weapons from many

countries. German, Italian and Soviet weapons were

predominant, but French, Dutch, Czechoslovakian and Swiss

arms and equipment were also used. The types of weapons

included tanks and aircraft as well as antitank and

antiaircraft guns. Most of the equipment and weapons used

had been manufactured since the First World War, and had not

been used before in combat. The Spanish Civil War was

indeed worthy of intelligence interest.

From the outbreak of the war in July 1936 through to

the defeat of the Spanish Government in 1939, the United
/

States Army attaches in Europe gathered tactical and

technical information about the combatants, weapons and

equipment used in Spain. The task of gathering this

information fell not only to the attache in Spain, but to

the military attaches in all the major capitals of Europe.

The body of information that the attaches collected provided

the United States Army with clear indications of the

development of German, Soviet and Italian weapons, and

pointed toward the possible tactical employment of those

weapons in future wars.
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CHAPTER I

THE ATTACHE AND THE INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM

During the 1930's the Military Intelligence Division

(MID) was the nerve center of the Army intelligence system.

A staff section of the Wax Department's General Staff, it

was responsible for the collection, analysis and

dissemination of all foreign information useful to the Army.

Within the Military Intelligence Division were five

branches, each with specific and separate functions.

Besides the Geographic, Operations and Public Relations

Branches there were the Administrative and the Intelligence

Branches. It was with these last two branches that the

attaches most closely worked.
1

The Intelligence Branch directed the attaches in the

collection of information, and received the attache reports

coming into MID. The original copy of the reports went to

the Chief of the Intelligence Branch, who read them and

passed them to the Chief of MID. The original was then

filed as a "permanent record." Additionally, the staff of

the Intelligence Branch evaluated the information in the

reports, and ensured that copies of the attache reports were

distributed, as necessary, to staff sections of the War
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Department, to the chiefs of the various branches and

schools within the Army, or to other interested departments

or offices. The Intelligence Branch also used the

information it had on file from previous attach5 reports to

prepare biweekly intelligence summaries, which were

distributed throughout the Army, and to respond to specific

requests for information from agencies or individuals within

the Army or federal government.
2

The Administrative Branch handled the financial and

administrative details of the attache's assignment, but more

importantly, the Administrative Branch was the coordinating

link between the War Department and the Department of State.

Communications between the two departments passed through the

Foreign Liaison Officer assigned to the Administrative

Branch.

Close cooperation apparently existed between the two

departments. When cautioned about the cost of sending daily

cables to the War Department, Colonel Stephen 0. Fuqua, the

attache in Spain, used the State Deaprtment's request for

daily military informaiton from the Madrid embassy as a

means of keeping the War Department informed through State

Department channels of communication. And according to a

memorandum sent to the Chief of Staff of the Army by Colonel

Francis H. Lincoln, the Assistant Chief of Staff for

Intelligence, the State Department regularly requested

political reports sent by the attaches. He stated that
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these reports were used to supplement reports sent by State
4

Department employees.

/
MID recognized the attache as the Army's primary source

of information; however, there were problemswith the

system. The information gathered was only as good as the

attache gathering it, and the Army had not developed a sound

means of attracting and training qualified officers

interested in intelligence work. The peacetime Army,

especially in the middle of the Depression, was concerned

with problems other than the collection of foreign

intelligence. And the established and conservative elements

of the Army had, at best, an indifferent attitude toward

intelligence work.
5

According to a study done by students in the G-2

(Intelligence) Course at the Army War College, in January

1938 there were only thirty-two officers assigned as

attaches to cover the military affairs of forty-six

countries around the world. Of the thirty-two, eight were

assistant attaches, and four were assistant attache's for

air, whose responsibilities were specifically for the

collection of aviation information. This was an increase of

one assistant attache over the April 1936 figures. These

numbers remained relatively stable throughout the late

1930's.
6
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The study also discussed the method of selecting

attaches. Among the qualifications considered were an

excellent or better efficiency rating, proficiency in a

foreign language, good character of service and successful

completion of the Command and General Staff College course,

or preferably, the Army War College course. Other

considerations included tact, personality, personal

appearance, desire to be an attache, and financial status.

MID kept a file of applications, and the chiefs of the

various arms branches made recommendations to MID of

suitable officers. When an opening occurred for an attache,

a list of candidates was compiled from the applications and

recommendations, and the best qualified officer available,

who wanted the job, got it.
7

An officer's financial status was an important issue

because Army pay rarely covered the cost of living and

entertaining in a manner expected of a member of the

ambassador's staff. As the student study reported: "In

spite of the monthly maintenance allowance authorized Army

Military Attaches, an outside income is helpful in all

instances, and is practically essential at such posts as

London, Paris, Rome, Moscow and Buenos Aires." It was not

until fiscal year 1938 that a bill was considered that would

compensate Army attaches at the same rate as Navy attaches.
8
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The attaches, once selected, received a briefing on

their duties from MID prior to being posted overseas, but

did not receive any formal intelligence training. The lack

of instruction undoubtedly effected the attaches' ability to

seek out and recognize critical information. This weakness

in the intelligence system was recognized by at least one

diplomat. Ambassador William E. Dodd in the Berlin embassy

complained about the quality of military attaches precisely

because of their lack of training.
9

That there were problems with the attache system should

not obscure the fact that the system worked. The attaches,

although they were not trained intelligence agents, were

exceptionally bright and successful Army officers. The

careers of the ten attaches and assistant attaches who most

often sent reports about Spain indicate that they were among

the best officers of the Army (see Tables 1 and 2 on pages

26 and 27). At a time when a quarter to a third of the officers

in the Army had no college education, all except Colonel

Fuqua had graduated from West Point or a civilian college or

university. Lieutenant Colonel Norman E. Fiske, the

assistant attache in Rome, had, in addition to a Bachelor's

Degree from the University of California, a Master's Degree
10

from the University of Pennsylvania.

They had also all reached the highest levels of

military schooling. Nine were graduates of the Command and

General Staff School or its equivalent. Two, Lieutenant

Colonel Henry B. Cheadle and Lieutenant Colonel Horace H.

11



Fuller, were Distinguished Graduates of their classes.

Eight of the ten also graduated from the Army's most senior

school; the Army War College. Two of the ten had, in

addition, the rare opportunity to attend foreign military

schools. Lieutenant Colonel Sumner Waite was a graduate of

the French Ecole Superierure de Guerre, and Lieutenant

Colonel Norman E. Fiske graduated from the Tor di Quinto in

Italy. 
1

Some had or would hold powerful and important

positions. Colonel Fuqua was the Chief of the Infantry

Branch from March 1929 through March 1933. Lieutenant

Colonel Raymond E. Lee went on to become the Director of

Army Intelligence during the Second World War, and

Lieutenant Colonel Hayes A. Kroner was the Chief of the

Intelligence Branch as World War II began. A final

indicator of their successful careers was their rank upon

retirement. One retired as a Lieutenant Colonel, one

retired as a Colonel, six retired as Brigadier Generals and

two retired as Major Generals.
1 2

The reports of these attaches generally reflected their

abilities and interests. Especially impressive were the

attache reports from Lieutenant Colonels Fuller and Waite in

Paris. Their reports were extensive and varied, and they

attempted to analyze the information they gathered and point

out trends and possible lessons. Lieutenant Colonels Lee

and Kroner, the attaches in London, also sent a variety of

12



information that they gathered from multiple sources. Less

information about the war in Spain came from the attaches in

Rome, Berlin and Moscow, but that in part can be accounted

for by the reluctance of those countries to discuss their

participation in the war. As Major Truman Smith reported

from Berlin: "All information on Spanish combat experience

is guarded as a state secret."
13

The most technically detailed reports, however, were

sent by Captain Townsend Griffiss, the assistant attache for

air assigned to the Paris embassy. For much of the Spanish

Civil War, Captain Griffiss was attached to the embassy in

Spain to work with Colonel Fuqua. An Air Corps officer, he

was responsible for most of the aviation reports received by

MID. Not only were his reports clear and detailed accounts

of information he received from the Spanish Government, but

they reflected his own wide range of contacts from Soviet

pilots and Spanish mechanics to other foreign attaches.

Also, Captain Griffiss, more than any other attache, relied

on personal observation for information, and he often

analyzed the information he received, and tried to draw

conclusions from what he was learning.

Colonel Fuqua in Spain sent information, often his own

eyewitness accounts of the front lines, but he rarely

attempted to analyze what he saw or draw conclusions from

various bits of information. His reports were factual
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accounts of troop movements, numbers of casualties and the

designations of units involved in battle, but they rarely

contained technical or tactical data. In the course of the

war Colonel Fuqua made at least twenty-five trips to various

locations in Spain to observe the war, yet his reports

provide little information on the weapons being used, how

they were deployed, or how effective they were. And he

seemed to rely heavily on information from the Spanish

Government rather than develop a variety of sources of his

own. The mediocre qaality of Colonel Fuqua's reports is a

stark contrast to the energetic and lively reports of his

assistant attache for air, Captain Griffiss.
14

There were admittedly problems associated with being

the military attache in a country torn by civil war. Travel

and communication were difficult, and the government was in

turmoil. Colonel Fuqua's problems were further complicated

by the evacuation of the embassy from Madrid to Valencia,

but when questioned by his superiors in MID about the lack

of timely information he asserted: "I can assure the

Department that no foreigners in Spain are given the

opportunities afforded Capt Griffiss and myself ....

What those opportunities were he did not specify.

In October 1936, before the embassy moved from Madrid,

Colonel Fuqua requested assignment as a military observer

attached to one of the armies in Spain. His request

indicated the approval of both Ambassador Claude Bowers, the

14



ambassador to Spain, and the Spanish Government. At the

time of his request, Colonel Fuqua had orders to remain with

the embassy as long as it functioned on Spanish soil and to

open an office in Portugal if the embassy in Spain closed.

The War Department after consultation with the State

Department denied Colonel Fuqua's request to be assigned as

a military observer.1
6

The response from the War Department cited a need to

avoid "embarrassing incidents" that might arise from the

presence of an American military observer on either side. A

memorandum for the Chief of Staff written by Colonel F. H.

Lincoln, the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence,

additionally commented that "but little could be gained,

judging by the lack of any reports of importance from

Colonel Fuqua to date."
17

There was apparently more to Colonel Fuqua's request

than the desire to observe the war from a closer vantage

point. Upon being notified that his request had been

disapproved Colonel Fuqua responded by radiogram that "to

move now with office under orders young secretary (of the

embassy) would be to lose prestige and be humiliating."

Ambassador Bowers' response to the State Department

reflected a similar sentiment: "I think Fuqua feels

professionally humiliated at being refused permission to

witness battle for Madrid."'
18
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Colonel Fuqua's battles with MID did not end there.

Although he moved with the embassy to Valencia, under the

direction of the secretary of the embassy, his relationship

with MID continued to deteriorate. Requests were sent by

MID to Colonel Fuqua for information about the battles for

Madrid and Guadalajara. These requests specifically

indicated the need for information about the different arms

used, how they were employed, and how effective they were.

Tanks, aircraft, antiaircraft weapons, machine guns and

bombs were singled out by MID for specific emphasis, but

still the information from Colonel Fuqua lacked

substance. 19

Colonel Fuqua's reports never substantially improved,

but the struggles between him and MID eased after he sent a

personal letter to Lieutenant Colonel John B. Coulter, the

Chief of the Military Attache Section of MID. The letter

outlined the efforts he had been making to comply with the

instructions from MID, and discussed the difficulties he had

gathering information from the Spanish Government because

the Government and the American embassy, both in Valencia,

were so far from the front lines.
20

Spain was Colonel Fuqua's terminal assignment.

Although his ego was apparently involved in some of the

problems he had with MID, and he might have been upset

because he was denied the opportunity to be a military

16



observer, it seems unlikely that he would have deliberately

failed to send information requested by MID. Colonel Fuqua

had been in the Army since the Spanish-American War, and had

served his time as an infantryman. He was sixty-two years

old in 1936. It is more likely that he was a man of the

nineteenth century who understood infantry tactics, and the

use of men in war, but who had never come to understand the

growing technology of warfare. Perhaps his reports appear

lifeless and limited because he did not understand what to

look for.

There were limits to the means that attaches could

employ to collect information. They were assigned as a part

of the embassy staff, and were limited to overt means of

collection. Before reporting to their embassies overseas,

the attaches were briefad on their missions and the means

they could employ to gain information. Specifically, they

were restricted to official military channels, government

reports, local civilian and military publications,

observation, and civilian and military contacts.
21

On 11 December 1936 Lieutenant Colonel Oliver S. Wood,

the executive officer of MID, sent a letter to the attaches

in the European capitals outlining MID's interest in the war

in Spain. He described it as a conflict of "acute interest"

to all the major military powers because of the practical

"test" that weapons, tanks, and aircraft were undergoing.

17



Assuming that the European countries would have their own

channels of information from Spain, he asked the attaches to

cultivate sources in their host countries to gather

information about the war. Specifically, Lieutenant Colonel

Wood asked for data about the types of weapons being used,

their characteristics, and how they were being employed.
22

The reports sent to MID during the war in Spain reveal

the wide range of sources used by the attaches. Most

sources were definitely within the guidelines set by MID.

Excerpts or copies of articles were sent from newspapers,

magazines, and military journals along with the attache

reports. And information was sent based on interviews with

American and foreign civilians who had traveled through the

war zones, or who had seen military equipment or weapons.

The attaches in Paris were especially good at interviewing a

variety of individuals. Mentioned in their reports are

interviews with employees of the International Telephone

Company, the Associated Press, The Chicago Daily News,

soldiers who had fought with the Nationalists or with the

Government, and stray civilians who had been vacationing in

Spain when the war started.
23

Extremely important to the attaches was the information

and the cooperation they received from their host

governments, and their military counterparts. Although the

Government in Spain could apparently offer little

information of a technical or tactical nature because of the

18



political and military upheaval caused by civil war, it was

helpful in allowing the attaches access to the war zones and

to some military installations. The Soviets maintained

control of their equipment and installations even though

fighting for the Spanish Government; therefore access to

Soviet equipment and installations required the permission

of the Soviets. That permission was difficult to

obtain.
24

The reports from the attaches in Spain mention little

cooperation from other foreign attaches or observers,

although it is interesting to note that Colonel Fuqua, on at

least two occasions, traveled from Barcelona to Valencia and

back aboard British naval warships. The British Charge

d'Affaires in Barcelona apparently arranged the

transportation. The purpose of the trips was to allow

Colonel Fuqua an opportunity to observe the military

situation in the southern provinces.
25

In other capitals of Europe, American military attaches

were more successful in establishing and maintaining foreign

military contacts. Lieutenant Colonel Fuller in Paris

regularly received and sent to MID the "Bulletin d'

Information de Quinzaine", an official publication of the

French Air Ministry. In addition, French and British

intelligence officers and attaches provided technical data

about weapons, tanks, and aircraft. Lieutenant Colonel

Philip Faymonville in Moscow through discussions with fellow

19



attaches gathered information about the Soviet medium bomber

26and the 1-15 pursuit planes being used in Spain.

And in Paris, Lieutenant Colonel Fuller over lunch with

the German attache, General Erich Kuhlenthal, learned that

the Germans were disappointed with their planes and pilots,

based on their performance in Spain, and that it would take

at least four years to correct the training deficiencies of

the pilots. That General Kuhlenthal made a point to pass

this information to Lieutenant Colonel Fuller again a few

days later might indicate that the German Government was

attempting to use American intelligence gatherers to pass

misleading or distorted information to the United States.

Whatever the German motivation, Lieutenant Colonel Fuller

noted and passed the information to MID without comment.
27

In spite of MID's briefings about the acceptable

sources of information, there are reports that indicate that

the military attaches went outside official military

channels to gather information. Colonel Fuller, in a letter

to MID, specifically mentions "information which has been

furnished through friends without the knowledge of their

superiors." Captain Griffiss and Colonel Fuqua received

copies of reports directly from French naval and air

attaches. In the case of the air attaches, the reports were

given under the condition that the contents of the reports

would be revealed only to the War Department. And

20



Lieutenant Colonel Raymond E. Lee received reports of
/

British air attaches that were released from the Air

Ministry with the "understanding that not even the British

War Office was to have any knowledge of the trans-

action.,28
/

While American military attaches were gathering

information from all available sources, official and

unofficial, their actions were being monitored by MID in

Washington to ensure they were not providing unauthorized

information to foreign governments. Colonel George Paine in

August 1937 was warned against sharing military information

concerning Spain with the Soviet military attache in Italy.

Lieutenant Colonel John B. Coulter of the Military Attache

Section of the Administrative Branch of MID quoted Colonel

Paine the standing instructions: "In no case, except with

the specific approval of G-2, will information regarding any

foreign country with which the United States has diplomatic

relations be furnished the government of another foreign

country." 29

The attaches were not alone in deciding what kinds of

information to collect. MID sent requests for specific

information, and passed along requests from various agencies

and branches of the Army. Some of the requests that

originated with MID were aimed at gathering information

about certain events or weapons, such as those sent to

Colonel Fuqua requesting information about the battles of
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Madrid and Guadalajara, while others were more general

requests indicating the types of information MID required,

like the general instructions sent to all attaches by

Liutenant Colonel Wood.
30

The requests for information that came through MID from

the branches and agencies of the Army were most often very

specific about the information they wanted gathered. A

number of requests for information came in the form of

questionnaires that were forwarded to the attaches. The

questions in the questionnaires were specific in delineating

the precise information they reqr.aL.. For example, the

questionnaire sent by the Coast Artillery asked for such

information as the mazzle -'elocity of the German 88 mm. gun,

and a complete description of the sighting system used with

that gun. The Ordnance Department also wanted detailed and

specific technical information about the fire control
31

system of antiaircraft and heavy artillery weapons.

Although not all questionnaires were as lengthy or

detailed, the questionnaire from the Coast Artillery

contained thirty-seven sepcific questions, and the

questionnaire from the Air Corps Tactical School contained

sixty-seven questions. Other requests were brief, such as

the one from the Chief of Infantry that requested general

information about night operations in Spain, including

resupply and troop movements, and the one from the Chemical
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Warfare Service asking for any information on the use of

chemicals in Spain.
32

These requests for information were important in

providing the attaches with guidance on the kinds of

information needed by MID and the Army. Yet, they are also

important in indicating that the information gathered by the

attaches was distributed and read by individuals and

agencies outside MID.

The attache was the prime means of collecting

information, but he was only a part of the intelligence

system. For the Army intelligence system to have worked

there had to be communication between MID and the rest of

the Army. The requests for information from the various

branches and agencies indicate that at least part of the

Army recognized and relied on MID as a means of collecting

and disseminating information.

The requests for information that were forwarded to the

attaches were not the only requests that MID received.

There were numerous requests for basic information, copies

of attache reports and intelligence summaries from

intelligence and operations officers in the divisions,

corps, and departments within the Army.
33

There are also indications that MID sent information to

agencies without being formally requested. Penciled on an

attache report concerning a photograph of the bombing of a

building is a notation indicating that the photograph was
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forwarded to the offices of the Chief of the Field Artillery

and the Chief of Ordnance for their information. A similar

indication is found in the response by MID to a request for

information about the battle of Guadalajara from the Chief

of Ordnance. The letter from MID stated that whenever any

information became available about mechanized engagements it

would be forwarded to the Ordnance Department.
3 4

In addition to handling requests and passing

information outside the War Department, MID also answered

questions from, and kept the War Department General Staff

informed about the war in Spain. Especially prevalent are

the memoranda for the Chief of Staff signed by Colonel

Francis H. Lincoln, the Assistant Chief of Staff for

Intelligence. The memoranda not only provided information

about the displacement and strength of the Nationalist and

the Government forces, and the amount of foreign

intervention in Spain, but also summarized what MID had

learned about the weapons and equipment used by each side.

From the office of the Chief of Staff also came requests for

such information as the facts surrounding the sinking of the

Nationalist battleship Espa~a off Bilbao in April 1937, and

an assessment of the reasons why the Nationalist attack at

Guadalajara in March 1937 failed.
35

Although the intelligence system was imperfect, it

worked. Through the almost three years of warfare in Spain,

American military attaches collected and sent to MID a

variety of information concerning the characteristics and
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employment of weapons and equipment used by each side in the

war. Their efforts were more than an exercise of the

system. Because of the communication between MID and the

branches, agencies, offices and individuals of the Army, the
/

information collected by the attaches was disseminated,

used, and considered at various levels throughout the Army.
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CHAPTER II

THE WAR IN THE AIR: THE AIRPLANES

Foreign intervention in the Spanish Civil War came

early, and in the form of aviation support. By 1 August

1936, two weeks after the rebellion began, German Junkers

Ju.52 and Italian Savoia-Marchetti SM.81 transport planes

flown by German and Italian pilots were ferrying Rebel

troops from Spanish Morocco to the Spanish mainland. More

than 7,000 soldiers of the Army of Africa (the elite Moorish

Regulars and Spanish Foreign Legions) were thus transported

during the mont. of July and August. This air transpor-

tation alli.;v-J the rebels to avoid the Government naval

blockade of the Straits of Gibraltar and to strengthen

app'eciably rebel control of the cities of Andalusia, which

proved the staging ground for the Rebel push northward.
1

Although numerically, in both men and aircraft, the

initial support provided by Germany and Italy was minimal,

it was significant in altering the balance between Rebel and

Government strength. The majority of the Spanish Air Force

remained loyal to the Government, and most of the aircraft

remained in Government hands. However, the Spanish Air

Force in the summer of 1936 was small and equipped with

obsolete airplanes. An American intelligence summary
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from early August 1936 indicated that there were 273

airplanes in Spain and forty in Morocco; however, the

summary failed to indicate if these were all military

planes, or whether the number included civilian planes

capable of military service. Captain Griffiss reported in

August 1938 that there had been 208 airplanes in the Spanish

Air Force in May 1936, of which 154 were listed as available
3

for war service.

The initial support agreed to by Germany on the night

ot 25-26 July was for twenty Ju.52 transport planes, six

Heinkel He.51 fighters, twenty pieces of antiaircraft

artillery, plus munitions and support personnel. In

response to further requests for support another six He.51

fighters, fifteen bomb racks for the Ju.52s and assorted

bombs were sent from Germany by the middle of August.
3

The Italians committed themselves for an initial

delivery of twelve SM.81 transport planes, of which nine

actually arrived in Morocco. Of the three that did not

arrive, one crashed and two were forced to land in French

Morocco because of malfunctions. Further requests for

support resulted in the dispatch of twenty-seven fighter

aircraft to the Rebels, complete with munitions and aviation

fuel, during the first week of August.
4

From these beginnings German and Italian aviation

support for the Rebels grew. As the war progressed the

German and Italian commitment increased to include larger
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numbers of aircraft, many of them the most modern

available, as well as ground support personnel and

munitions.

The Spanish Government during the early days of the

rebellion sought military equipment, including aircraft,

from other countries, but before the month of August was

over the French, British and Americans had drafted policies

of nonintervention that effectively prohibited the sale or

transfer of military equipment to either side in the civil

war. The French further sponsored an international

nonintervention agreement that was signed by the United

States as well as the major countries of Europe, including

the Soviet Union, Germany and Italy. Nonintervention was a

policy the United States, Great Britain, and to a lesser

extent, France adhered to even in light of the support the

Rebels continued to receive from the Germans and

Italians.
5

It was not until October that the first shipment of

military equipment, including aircraft, arrived in Spain

from the Soviet Union.
6

Although it is difficult to determine the exact number

of airplanes sent to Spain during the war by the major

foreign participants, the numbers were not extremely large.

Historians have estimated that the Germans sent about six

hundred planes, the Italians sent six hundred and sixty, and

the Soviets sent about a thousand. It must be remembered

that these figures were totals for over a two and a half
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year period, and that many fewer than these numbers were
7

available at any one time for use in Spain.

Because of the lack of large-scale air operations,

Captain Griffiss cautioned against drawing any more than

general conclusions about the use of aviation in combat

based solely on the example of Spain. However, he and his
/

fellow attaches recognized trends in the use of aircraft and

alerted MID to the tactics and the equipment used by each

side.
8

In addition to submitting regular attache reports,

Captain Griffiss prepared a summary of the first year of the

air war which he sent to MID in August 1937. In it he

consolidated information sent throughout the year, and he

drew tentative conclusions about the future of military

aviation. Upon his return to the United States in 1938,

Captain Griffiss again prepared and submitted a lengthy

report of the air war in Spain, which included the tactics

and operations of the second year of the war. More

important than the factual information that these two

special reports provided was the assessment by a trained and

educated aviation observer of the meaning of what he was

seeing and how it would be or could be applied in future

aviation conflicts.
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Because of the lack of access to Nationalist airfields

and pilots, Captain Griffiss was unable to gather as much

information about German and Italian aircraft as he was

about Soviet airplanes. Yet, between the information he

sent and the information gathered by the attaches in Paris

and London, a picture of German and Italian aviation in

Spain emerges.

Both of the first German planes used in Spain, the

Junkers Ju.52 and the Heinkel He.51, were standard aircraft

of the developing Luftwaffe. The He.51 was a single-seated

biplane normally armed with two machine guns, and capable of

speeds of from 180 to 200 mph. Although it was not very

fast in straight flight, it could dive swiftly and was

fairly maneuverable. The Ju.52 had originally been developed

as a civilian transport airplane and adapted for a military

role. It had three engines and was capable of being used

for either bombing or transport missions. Observers

reported its maximum speed to be about 180 mph. and early

indications were that it could carry about 2000 lbs. of
/

bombs. Little new information came from the attaches about

these planes except in comparison to their Italian and

Soviet counterparts.
10

Although neither of these jlanes was obsolete, their

shortcomings were noted early in the war by pilots and

observers on both sides, and by the Germans. Lieutenant

Colonel Fuller reported conversations he had with the German
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attache in Paris, General Erich Kuhlenthal, in which the

General related that the Germans were disappointed with

their planes and pilots in Spain. He cited the slow speed

and lack of maneuverability as the prime weaknesses of the

aircraft, and lack of training as the problem with the

pilots. Other interviews and reports from the attaches

verified General Kuhlenthal's assessment, especially when

German planes and pilots were compared to their Soviet

counterparts. 11

However, speed and maneuverability were not the only

weaknesses of the early German planes. Another problem was

the lack of adequate armament on the Junkers. Captain

Griffiss and Lieutenant Colonel Fuller reported that

Government fighter pilots developed the tactic of the

head-on attack of the Ju.52 because the forward section of

the airplane was unprotected, and because the reserve fuel

tank was mounted above the heads of the pilot and bomber in

a vulnerable position. Two gunners, one on the top and one

underneath the airplane, firing 7.62 mm. machine guns

protected the mid-section and tail of the Junkers.1
2

It is unclear from the attache reports when the Germans

began sending other aircraft to Spain. In a report from

Captain Griffiss, dated 16 March 1937, was a copy of an

article from The Times of London dated 9 March which Captain

Griffiss stated he believed was accurate. The article

reported that there were approximately 100 German and
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Italian bombers and an equal number of fighter planes in

Spain. The only German planes cited were the Ju.52 and the

He.51. A report by Lieutenant Colonel Fuller on 25 March,

and based on information received from the French Air

Ministry, agrees with Captain Griffiss' assessment. Yet, on

7 April 1937 Captain Griffiss reported to MID that the

Government shot down a new German Junkers Ju.86 bomber

powered by a Jumo-205 heavy oil engine. Captain Griffiss

further noted that the latest additions to the Nationalist

air force were the Junkers Ju.86 and the Heinkel He.lll

bombers.
13

These two airplanes were recent additions to the

Luftwaffe, entering the force since 1935. Germany would use

improved versions of both in the Second World War. The

Ju.86 was a definite improvement over the Ju.52. It was

faster, with the maximum speed estimated at 211 mph, and it

was armed with three machine guns instead of two. Like the

Ju.52 it had gunners in the rear of the plane, one on the

top and one on the underside, but the third firing post was

in the nose, offering protection from head-on attack.
1 4

Because it was a faster and better defended plane, the

Government fighter pilots had to change their tactics.

Lieutenant Colonel Fuller and Captain Griffiss reported that

instead of attacking head-on at the same altitude, the

fighter pilots found that attacking from the rear was best.
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Because of the large double rudder on the plane, there was a

blind spot immediately behind and on the same altitude as

the Ju.86 that would allow the fighter pilot a few seconds

of protection in which to attack. This tactic, however,

also often put the attacker in the position of being a

target for the Junkers' rear gunners as he entered and left

the blind spot.
15

Colonel Fuller also reported that according to the

British Air Attache in France, the Jumo heavy duty oil

engines were "extremely efficient, fast and stable in the

air. ,,16

About the He.lll, much less was reported. Yet recent

historical work has shown that almost one hundred He.llls

were sent to Spain as opposed to about a dozen Ju.86s. This

is a good example of one of the problems from which the

attaches and MID suffered. They were tied to whatever

information they could get, and what was reported or

available was not necessarily the most important infor-

mation. The attaches in Spain had no access to the

equipment or pilots used by the Rebels unless one of their

planes was shot down in Government territory. However, even

then the chances of seeing the equipment were slight.

Lieutenant Colonel Fuller received information through an

unnamed observer that aircraft that were shot down "were

always immediately packed up and sent off to Russia."
17
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The reports of Captain Griffiss and Lieutenant Colonel

Fuller certainly indicate that they were aware of the

existence and use of the He.lll in Spain, but their reports

lacked specific technical data. Historians of German

aviation show that the He.lll was one of the most modern

planes Germany had at the time. Its first test flight was

made in February 1935, Captain Griffiss noted its use in

Spain in the spring and early summer of 1937, and by the

summer of 1938 Lieutenant Colonel Fuller reported about

forty in use by the Nationalists. He further reported that

it was considered to be a superior piece of equipment.
18

The Heinkel was a twin-engined medium bomber with a

maximum speed at sea level of 186 mph, and capable of

carrying approximately 3,300 lbs. of bombs. Like the Ju.86,

it was armed with three machine guns, mounted in the nose

and on the top and underside in the rear. However, unlike

the Junkers, the Heinkel was specifically designed as a

military aircraft, although it was adapted to civilian use

as well. Captain Griffiss reported that the He.lll was used

as a light bomber and a photographic reconnaissance plane in

Spain. 19

Another German bomber that was used in Spain, but of

which little technical informatin appeared in the attache

reports, was the Dornier Do.17. It was identified in the

reports as a light bomber with a maximum speed of

approximately 250 mph. According to information received
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by Lieutenant Colonel Fuller, a Soviet officer in charge of

air intelligence in Spain estimated that there were

twenty-five Do.17s in use by the Nationalists in July

1938.20

Like the He.ll1, the Do.17 was a new airplane whose

first production models came out in late 1936; but unlike

the He.1ll, the Dornier was not originally developed as a

military airplane. It was first produced commercially for

Lufthansa mail service, but its small cargo space ill

equipped it for commercial transport use. Because of its

speed, it was modified for military use as a medium bomber.

In its early military configuration it was equipped with

twin 750 hp. BMW engines which gave it a maximum speed of

approximately 255 mph. with a bomb load of 2,200 lbs. Like

most of the other German bombers, the Dornier was equipped

with three machine guns, one firing to the front, one to the

rear and one down. However, Matthew Cooper in his history

of the German Air Force states that because it was faster

than most known fighter planes, military planners considered

not supplying defensive armament at all for the Dornier.
21

Along with the bombers sent to Germany during the

spring and summer of 1937 was the Messerschmitt Bf.109

fighter. More technical information appears in the attache

reports about this airplane than any other of the German

planes. The earliest information about its use came from

Captain Griffiss in July 1937. He noted that the
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Messerschmitt was a single-seated fighter with a maximum

speed of about 310 mph. The information he had indicated

that the plane was armed with a 22 mm. cannon rather than

machine guns, and that it was faster and dived better than

the Soviet fighters. Captain Griffiss also noted that

thirty of the Messerschmitts had been received by the

Rebels.
22

In early August, Lieutenant Colonel Fuller verified the

use of Messerschmitts in Spain, and further described their

characteristics. He reported that they were all metal

monoplanes with low wings, retractable landing gears, a

variable pitch propeller, and a 650 hp. engine. However,

Lieutenant Colonel Fuller's information indicated that the

Messerschmitts had machine guns in the wings. In spite of

this conflicting piece of information, he verfified that at

least twenty of the Messerschmitts had been seen in Spain,

and that they were considered "very satisfactory" fighters.

In July of 1938, Lieutenant Colonel Fuller reported about

fifty of the Bf.109s in use by the Rebels.
23

In the spring of 1938 Captain Griffiss sent further

information about the Messerschmitts gathered from a

"reliable French air contact" who had recently returned from

visiting Republican Spain and talking to "high Spanish Air

officials". Captain Griffiss' contact reported that there

were two types of Messerschmitts in Spain. The majority had

Jumo engines and were capable of speeds of about 275 mph.,
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while the others had a Daimler-Benz engine and could fly at

almost 300 mph. This unnamed contact, however, reported

that the Messerschmitts were vastly overrated and were not

liked by the Spanish pilots because, while they were fast,
24

they were also hard to maneuver.

Hugh Thomas agrees that there were various models of

Bf.109 used in Spain. He cites at least six variations

which affected not only the engines but the armament of the

planes as well. The variations help to explain why the

information reported by Captain Griffiss and Lieutenant

Colonel Fuller about the plane's armament does not agree.

The earlier planes apparently did not have cannons, while

the later models were equipped with two machine guns in the

cowlings and with two 20 mm. cannons mounted in the

wings.
2 5

Other German planes were also reported to have been

used in Spain, such as the Heinkel He.45 fighter, the

Heinkel He.70 bomber, and the Junkers Ju.87 "Stuka"

divebomber; but little was written about these planes by the

attaches, and research since the war has indicated that they

played a minimal role in Spain. Yet, it is important to note

that the dive bomber, which was to play such an important

part in the Second World War, was found in Spain.
26

Three aspects of German aviation support for the Rebels

should be noted. First, German aircraft and aviators were

sent to Spain within days of the rebellion, and this early
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intervention helped shift the balance of military power

between the Rebels and the Government. The balance of air

power was to shift from one side to the others during the war

as new planes, more planes and new players entered the

competition. Finally, it should be clear that the Germans

sent some of their newest and best airplanes for use in

Spain. These included the Messerschmitt Bf.109, the "Stuka"

divebomber, the Heinkel He.lll, and the Dornier Do.17, all

of which would be used in improved versions during the

Second World War.
27

The Italians sent even more planes to Spain than the

Germans, but the attaches had the same problems gathering

technical data about them as they did with the German

planes. The general assessment of the Italian aircraft sent

early in the war was that they were faster, more modern and

of better quality than those sent by the Germans. The

Italian pilots were also praised for their efficiency and

flying ability, but the Italian pilots had the advantage of

the experience of flying during the war in Ethiopia in 1935

and early 1936. The German pilots lacked similar recent

combat experience.
28

Of the approximately 660 planes sent to Spain by Italy,

over half were Fiat CR.32 fighters. Observers described the

Fiat CR.32 as a single-seated biplane with a maximum speed

somewhere between 220 and 270 mph. The information
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gathered about the CR.32's armament was inconclusive.

Lieutenant Colonel Fuller received information that there

were four machine guns mounted on the plane, two firing

through the propeller and two firing outside the propeller.

However, in a summary written by Colonel Lincoln of MID for

the Deputy Chief of Staff of the Army, the CR.32 was

reported to be armed with only two machine guns. Colonel

Lincoln's information was correct according to data now

available; the CR.32 had only two machine guns. Aviation

historians describe the CR.32 as a fighter with a maximum

speed of 375 kmph. (233 mph) at an altitude of 3,000 m., a
29

range of 760 km. and a maximum ceiling of 8,800 m.

The SM.81 and its newer and faster version, the

Savoia-Marchetti SM.79, were the bombers most commonly used

by the Italians in Spain. The SM.79 was introduced to Spain

in early 1937, and became the mainstay of the Italian bomber

fleet. The attaches reported the SM.81 to have a maximum

speed of between 180 and 200 mph, and a bomb load of 2200

lbs., but no other technical information appeared in the

reports. The attaches were correct in their information

about the speed of the SM.81; its maximum speed at 4,000 m.

was 340 kmph. (211 mph). However, the bomb load of the

plane was 2,000 kg. (4415 lbs.) rather than 2200 lbs. The

SM.81 is further described as a trimotor bomber with a crew

of six, a range of 1,931 km. and a maximum ceiling of 7,000

m. The SM.79 was also a trimotor bomber with a crew of
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six, a ceiling of 7,000 m. and a range of 1,900 m., but it

was faster, and carried fewer machine guns and bombs. The

SM.79 had a maximum speed of 430 kmph. (267 mph) at 4,000

m. four or five machine guns, and a bomb load of only 1,250

kg. (2,765 lbs.)
30

Lieutenant Colonel Fuller did send some information he

received from a British pilot who visited Majorca in April

1937. That pilot described land based Italian planes he

identified as the Fiat CR.32 fighter and the Savoia S-73

bomber. Historical evidence since the war has failed to

identify a Savoia-Marchetti SM.73 bomber in the Italian Air

Force. Based on the description provided by the British

pilot, it appears that he had seen the SM.81. He described

the plane as a low-winged monoplane with three radical

engines that provided a maximum speed of approximately 205

mph., and a cruising speed of about 175 mph. He also

reported that these planes had been used in the bombing of
31

Valencia.

The attaches gathered even less information about the

SM.79. They acknowledged that it existed and was used, but

besides a reported maximum speed of approximately 250 mph.,

no other information appears in their reports.
3 2

Among the reports sent to MID by Lieutenant Colonel

Fuller from Paris were several during 1937 that concerned

the use of the Balearic Islands as a base for land and sea
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planes, mostly Italian. He gathered this information from

British and French sources, including the British

Vice-Consul at Palma on Majorca. The reports definitely

identified Pollensa Bay and Palma as seaplane bases, and

indicated that there was at least one base for land aircraft

near Palma. The British Vice-Consul at Palma reported

seeing SM.81s, SM.79s and Fiat CR.32s as well as seaplanes

he identified as Savoia-Marchetti SZ4.55s, Cant Z.501s and

Cant.25s.

A British pilot from HMS Shropshire, visiting Majorca,

confirmed this information, and included rough descriptions

of the seaplanes. He described the SM.55 as a twin-hulled,

twin-engined reconnaissance and bombing plane. The Cant

Z.501, he said, was a monoplane with a single engine capable

of a maximum speed of 180 mph., and a cruising speed of 160

mph. It was used as a light bomber and reconnaissance

plane. About the Cant.25 the British pilot was uncertain;

he reported only that it had a single seat and a maximum

speed of 150 mph. What its mission was he did not say.

The British Vice-Consul further reported that the SM.55s

"are a failure and have been abandoned." Although it was

not verified at the time, historical research since the war

indicates that they were indeed abandoned. Ramon Salas

Larrazabal, historian of the Spanish Civil War, reports that

only three were sent to Spain, all arriving in late 1936. 3
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The British Vice-Consul estimated that there were

approximately fifty land and sea planes on Majorca in April

1937. This was confirmed by information Lieutenant Colonel

Fuller received from the French. The French War Ministry

estimated that there were twenty-five Fiat CR.32s and twenty

assorted bombers on Majorca in May 1937. According to an

unconfirmed report sent by Lieutenant Colonel Fuller in July

1938, the land-based forces on Majorca had grown to an

estimated eighty-five planes, about sixty being Fiat CR.32s

and the rest SM.81 bombers.
35

It would be reasonable to assume that the Italians did

strengthen their bomber and fighter fleet in the Balearic

Islands as the war progressed. From there they could search

for and attack shipping heading for Government territory,

and they could attack Republican forces that were steadily

being squeezed into northeastern Spain.
36

The Italian participation in the war in the air can be

characterized differently than that of the Germans. The

Italians did not appear to take advantage of the war in

Spain to test new designs of aircraft. The SM.81s, the

SM.79s and the Fiat CR.32 were the main contributions made

by Italy. The Fiat CR.32 and the SM.81 were among the first

planes to arrive in Spain, and they remained in use

throughout the war. Even the SM.79 was in use by early

spring 1937. Yet Italy was admittedly not in the position
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of Germany. Germany was building an air force in the
37

mid-1930s; Italy already had one.

Of special interest was the cooperation that apneared

early in the war between the Germans and the Italians.

Attache reports from Colonel Fuqua, Lieutenant Colonel Lee

and Lieutenant Colonel Waite, based on separate sources from

early in 1937, reported that the Italians and Germans were

beginning to specialize in their missions. The Germans were

reported to be doing most of the bombing, while the Italians

were flying fighter cover. Lieutenant Colonel Lee wrote:

It is interesting to note that the
Italian pursuit planes and pilots form
a complete complement to the German
bombardment planes and pilots, and it
is reported that this happy state of
affairs has been a matter of mutual
congratulations to the Italian and
German authorities during3 the recent
visit of Goering to Rome.

38

The cooperation between the two countries does not seem

to have survived through the war. The specialization of

mission was not discussed by the attaches again, and with

the introduction of the Messerschmitt Bf.109, in the summer

of 1937, the Germans had a fighter capable of providing

protection for their bombers. And with the increased speed

of their new bombers, they even questioned the need to

provide fighter cover on bombing missions.
39

Most of the technical information received by MID about

the German and Italian airplanes came through the attaches
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in Paris from British and French sources. The information

available to Captain Griffiss in Spain about the Nationalist

planes was scarce, both from official and unofficial

sources. The same was not true of information about Soviet

aircraft. Even though Captain Griffiss reported the secrecy

surrounding Soviet activities and equipment, he was able,

through contacts and observation, to gather more detailed

information about the Soviet planes than was available about

the German or the Italian planes. He was also able to

collect some information about the other foreign planes used

by the Government.
40

The Soviets sent more than one thousand airplanes to

Spain throughout the war. Most of them were of four models:

the 1-15 and 1-16 fighters, the R-5 reconnaissance plane and

the SB-2 bomber. These four planes accounted for over 900

of the thousand planes sent from the Soviet Union.
41

As with the Germans and the Italians the preponderance

of the planes sent were fighters, either the 1-15 biplane or

the 1-16 monoplane. The 1-15, or "Chato" (snub-nosed) as

it was also called in Spain, Captain Griffiss described as a

single-seater biplane that first came out in 1933 or 1934.

According to his information it was derived from the United

States Navy's Boeing fighter, and was constructed from

metal, wood and cloth. It had a fixed landing gear of the

cantilever type, and was powered by a 675 hp. Wright Cyclone

engine that provided a maximum speed of 230 mph., a cruising
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speed of 190 mph., and a diving speed of 310 mph. Captain

Griffiss also reported that it landed at 53 mph. The

armament consisted of four machine guns firing 7.62mm.

rounds, two on each side of the cockpit, mounted one above

the other and firing through the propeller. The 1-15, he

reported, also could be mounted with four 8-10 kilogram

bombs, two under each lower wing.
42

The 1-16 "Mosca" (fly) was described by Captain

Griffiss as a single-seated, low-winged monoplane derived

form the American Boeing P-26. Made of wood and metal, it

had a manually operated retractable landing gear. Like the

1-15 it was also powered by a Wright Cyclone engine, this

one of 850 to 900 hp., that was capable of providing a

maximum speed of 290 mph., a cruising speed of 255 mph., and

a diving speed of 465 mph. According to Captain Griffiss,

it was less maneuverable than the 1-15, but it had more

power and speed, and its climb was superior. He also

reported that it landed with exceptional ease at a speed of

87 mph. The case of landing became important as the

Government was forced to create and rely on temporary

landing fields, often little more than grassy pastures.

Like the 1-15, the 1-16 could also be mounted with four 8-10

kilo bombs, two under each wing.
43

Captain Griffiss' initial reports indicated that the

1-16 was equipped with only two machine guns, one on each

wing, firing outside the propeller; however, reports from
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Lieutenant Colonel Fuller based on British sources describe

the 1-16 as having four machine guns, two firing through the

propeller and two mounted in the wings.
44

This discrepancy was never resolved in the attache

reports, but Andres Baget Fornells, a Spanish historian,

cites the existence of three different types of 1-16 in

Spain: a type 5, a type 6 and a type 10. The type 10 was

the model most used, and it had the four machine guns as

Lieutenant Colonel Fuller described. Little is known of the

earlier models, but they could have carried the lighter

armament described by Captain Griffiss.
45

The information provided by the attaches about the 1-15

and the 1-16 was generally accurate. The 1-15 was a biplane

fighter with a 9 cylinder, 700 hp., M-25 Wright Cyclone

engine capable of a maximum speed of 368 kmph (229 mph.)

Andres Baget Fornells, however, reports that the 1-15 could

carry up to eight 8 kg. bombs rather than the four noted by

Captain Griffiss. And the 1-16's engine rather than being

of 850 to 900 hp. was actually a 775 hp. M-25B Wright

Cyclone, but the speed cited by Captian Griffiss was

correct.
46

The armament on these Soviet planes sparked special

interest. Captain Griffiss reported the machine guns to be

a Soviet version of a standard Vickers machine gun, but

where the Vickers fired at a rate of about 800 rounds per

minute, the Soviet guns fired at an estimated 1800 rounds
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per minute. This rate of fire was noted not only by Captain

Griffiss, but also by British informants of Lieutenant

Colonel Fuller.
47

In addition to the fighters, the Soviets sent one of

their newest bombers to Spain. The SB-2, or "Katiouska,"

had just gone into production in 1935-1936. The reports

from Lieutenant Colonel Waite and Lieutenant Colonel Fuller

describe it as a twin-engined bomber powered by

Hispano-Suiza 850 hp. engines and capable of a maximum speed

of about 248 mph. The attaches reported that the SB-2,

like the 1-16, had a retractable landing gear. The armament

consisted of two of the Soviet machine guns which fired at a

rate of 1800 rounds per minute. One of the guns was mounted

in the nose, the other in the tail. The "Katiouska,"

according to British and French sources, carried a bomb load

of about 1500 lbs., and had a range of 1000 kilometers.
48

Although the information gathered by the attaches

about the SB-2 was not quite accurate, it was close. The

SB-2 was a twin-engined bomber with a retractable

undercarriage, a range of 1,200 km., and a maximum speed of

255 mph., but it had an 830 hp. engine, and it only carried

1,000 to 1,300 lbs. of bombs. Also, the SB-2 could carry

three or four machine guns: two in the nose, and either one

or two in the body toward the back of the plane.
49

The R-5, although designed and designated as a

reconnaissance plane, was described by Captain Griffiss as a
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light bomber and an attack plane depending on the mission it

was performing. However, he did note in a report that it

had been previously used in the Soviet Union as an

observation airplane. He described it as a two-seated

biplane with a single Hispano-Suiza twelve cylinder engine

caoable of a maximum speed of only 130 mph. According to

the information available to Captain Griffiss, the R-5 was

armed with five machine guns, four mounted on the wings and

one in the tail. He also reported that it was capable of

carrying two 10 kilo bombs under the fuselage and two 70

kilo bombs under each wing. The information gathered by the
I

attaches in Paris basically confirmed Captain Griffiss'

description, but their sources, a British pilot and an

American pilot who had flown for the Government, described

the engine as an M-17 with 680 hp., amd they placed the bomb

load at 440 lbs.
50

Captain Griffiss' information about the R-5 was not

quite accurate. Although the plane was a two-seated

biplane, it had a mpximum speed of 142 mph., and it only

carried two machine guns. However, it had the engine and
51

bomb load as reported to the attaches in Paris.

The consensus of the American attaches in London, Paris

and Valencia, based on their sources or personal

observation, was that the Soviet planes were superior to the

German and Italian aircraft, at least through the first year

of the war. Indications were that the Soviet planes were
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faster, more maneuverable and better constructed. Until the

Messerschmitt Bf.109 arrived in Spain in large numbers late

in 1937, the 1-16 was the fastest and deadliest fighter in

the air. And the SB-2 was the fastest bomber, clearly able

to outrun the early German and Italian fighters.
52

The Government did not rely solely on the airplanes it

could get from the Soviet Union. From the beginning of the

war agents were traveling through Europe and North America

to purchase planes and armaments. Although the efforts of

the Spanish agents did not result in large shipments of

planes from any one country, they managed to add an odd

assortment of about 360 airplanes to the Republican Air

Force. Occasional attache reports from Spain and France

mentioned the arrival or use of some of these planes.

Included in the reports were such aircraft as Dutch Fokker

trimotor passenger planes converted to bombers, Dutch

Koolhoven F.K. .55 pursuit planes, American Vultes A-31

attack bombers, and British Vickers Vildebeest and Hawker

Fury fighters. However, the major non-Soviet supplier

appeared to be France.
53

The first mention of French planes joining the

Republicans came from Colonel Fuqua on 13 August 1936, less

than a month after the war began. He reported that

twenty-five French planes had been added to the Government

Air Force, but gave no details concerning type or

characteristics. Throughout 1937 and into 1938 there were
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confirmed reports of Potez 54 bombers, Bl-ch 210 bombers and

Dewoitine 371 fighters being used by the Government. These

were standard aircraft of the French Air Force in the mid-

1930s. Their use in Spain seems strange in light of the Frnch

sponsorship of the International Nonintervention Agreement.
54

However, it appears that the French were doing more

than just supplying a few planes to the Government of Spain.

There were three separate reports that the French were

testing out new airplanes in Spain. The first came in

January 1937 from Lieutenant Colonel Fuller in Paris, based

on information from the British Air Attache. Lieutenant

Colonel Fuller reported that a Loire 46 fighter was shot

down in Spain, and that "this plane is reputed to be a very

efficient types it has not yet been incorporated in the

French air force." In March 1937 Lieutenant Colonel Fuller

quoted another British source from Spain as saying:

It appears also that several aircraft
have come here from France to be tried out
under war conditions. It does not appear
that they ever arrrive in large numbers
but from time to time one hears of a new
machine having arrived from across the
border.55

Captain Griffiss in January 1938 noted the same thing.

His information came from a Spanish "engineer-pilot" who

reported that the Spanish Air Force had received a French

Morane-Saulnier 405 fighter plane "for test of plane and

motor-cannon .... " The informant stated that he had
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flown the plane. Captain Griffiss added that "it is known

to this office that no more than three or four Morane-405

pursuit are completed at this time." He was right. Based

on a recent history of French aviation, the Morane-Saulnier

405 did not go into full production until the second quarter

of 1938. It appears that the French were taking advantage

of the war in Spain to test some of their new airplanes

under combat conditions.
56

Although the information available to the attaches was

often sketchy, some conclusions can be drawn from the

reports that they sent to MID. It is clear that the

airplanes sent to Spain by the major foreign participants

were modern aircraft, not obsolete leftovers from the Great

War. Some of the planes, such as the Messerschmitt Bf.109

and the Morane-Saulnier 405, had, in fact, just come off the

drawing board. Although the models of planes sent by the

Italians and the Soviets remained fairly constant throughout

the war, the French, and especially the Germans, introduced

new airplanes as the war progressed. Therefore, it is

difficult to avoid the conclusion that they used the war in

Spain as a test of their new equipment.

Another point that emerges from the technical data

collected is the increasing speed of the fighters and

bombers used in Spain. The air war was becoming faster, and

with the increased speed of the Soviet machine guns and the
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introduction of the Germans 22 mm. cannon on the

Messerschmitt, potentially more deadly,. The balance between

speed and armament became one of the central questions each

side considered as serial tactics evolved.

The Germans, the Soviets and the Italians were

constantly faced with changes in their equipment or the

equipment of their enemies. These changes affected the

tactics each developed and used in Spain.
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CHAPTER III

THE WAR IN THE AIR: TACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The future of military aviation was a topic of intense

discussion in the interwar years. The theories and

arguments advanced by military aviators such as Generals

Gilio Douhet, William 'Billy' Mitchell and Hugh Trenchard

raised questions about the use of airplanes in future wars.

Was the airplane the wonder weapon air advocates believed it

to be? Could it, through mass bombardment of civilian

population centers and industries, cripple an enemy and

shorten war, thus avoiding the bloody and costly static

combat of the Great War? Were fighter forces necessary, or

could bombers defend themselves against enemy air inter-

ception? Should the air arm be an independent force,

or was aviation most valuable as a support weapon for ground

maneuver forces, and for the navy? The war in Spain offered

examples of the use of modern military aviation against

which conclusions could be drawn about the future role of

air power in warfare. However, it would be wrong to assume

that the future of aerial warfare was decided in Spain.
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Spain was of keen interest as an aerial battleground,

but the attaches and their sources also emphasized the

unique quality of the war. Neither side had a large air

force. At any one time only a few hundred planes, both

fighters and bombers, were available for service, and these

planes often had to be spread to cover multiple fronts. In

addition, it was a civil war; mass destruction of the people

and the resources of the country was not an attractive

option for either side. Both antagonists wanted a nation

left to govern when the war ended, so the use of poison gas

on civilian populations was not tried, nor was mass

bombardment of major cities developed to the fullest extent

possible. Another factor distinguishing the Spanish Civil

War was the lack of artillery in the Nationalist and

Republican armies. Airplanes were, of necessity, used to

supplement or replace artillery fire in support of ground

operations.

Yet, in spite of the unusual qualities of war in Spain,

the equipment used and the tactics that were tried indicated

directions in which military aviation could develop. The

increasing speed of the planes and the faster firing

armament were only two of the trends noted by American

attaches. The air war in Spain also involved the increased

use of collective tactics, increased coordination between

fighter and bomber forces, and increased attempts to

coordinate air and ground operations. The reports of
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Captain Griffiss and Lieutenant Colonels Fuller and Waite

underscored the growing importance of aviation in warfare,

but they did not identify the air forces as the services

around which all others revolved.

Cooperation rather than domination appears as the

prevalent concept in the reports. As Captain Griffiss

noted: "In my opinion the most important development that

has taken place in the Government Air Force is the tactical

cooperation that now exists between the pursuit, bombardment

and ground-attack aviation." He also offered the opinion

that "One of the most interesting developments of the aerial

war is the increasing amount of ground-attack work that is

being done not only by planes equipped for that special

purpose, but also by pursuit and bombardment." Captain
/

Griffiss and the other attaches repeatedly emphasized the

importance of liaison and coordination with ground forces in

the ground attack role.
2

The cooperation and coordination mentioned by the

attaches was not identifiable at the beginning of the war.

It grew and developed as the war progressed and the air

forces gained experience. Through 1936 air operations were

scattered and uncoordinated. General Erich Kuhlenthal in a

discussion with Lieutenant Colonel Fuller in February 1937

admitted that the German air units primarily engaged in

individual combat, and that they had participated in no

coordinated attacks. Reports from Republican Spain
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indicated the same. Yet, by the spring and summer of 1937

air operations conducted by both sides began to reflect

greater coordination.
3

Lieutenant Colonel John Magruder, the attache in Bern,

Switzerland, sent an article to MID written by a Swiss

officer who visited Nationalist Spain in the summer of 1937.

In that article Captain Ed. Bauer observed. "For the first

time in history we saw genuine air battles waged by numerous

squadrons maneuvering against each other. The tactics have

become collective . . . ." Captain Bauer may have overstated

the magnitude of the air operations, but Captain Griffiss

and the attaches in Paris certainly agreed that both sides

were employing planes in massed and coordinated formations.

The massed formations included not only bombardment, but

fighter and ground attack airplanes as well
4

Unfortunately, the attaches had the same problem

gathering tactical information about the Germans and the

Italians as they did gathering technical data. Because they

haa no access to Nationalist pilots or air officers, most of

the information they obtained came from Republican sources

who had observed the aerial tactics of the German and

Italian forces. Information about the tactics used by the

Government, including the Soviet pilots, were more readily

available, and constituted most of the tactical data sent to

MID.
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Important to consider in the development of tactics was

the composition of the rival air forces. At the beginning

of the war the Germans, Italians and Soviets operated their

own equipment in their own units, but as the war progressed

the Spanish began to assume a greater role in the air war.

By February and March 1937 attache reports indicated that

Spanish pilots were beginning to be seen. Captain Griffiss

and Lieutenant Colonels Fuller and Waite through the spring

and early summer of 1937 also reported that the Government

was sending Spanish soldiers to the Soviet Union for flight

training. The reports indicated that 100 to 200 men were

sent at a time. In addition the attaches reported that

there were Spanish Republican pilots training at Los

Alcazares near Cartagena, and Captain Griffiss noted that

about 200 Republican pilots had been trained in France.
5

Initially the Government had adopted a policy of

replacing all foreign aviators, except Soviet, with Spanish

pilots, but eventually even the Soviet pilots were replaced

as the Soviet Union withdrew from involvement in Spain. By

July 1938 Lieutenant Colonel Fuller received information

that a total of 650 Spanish Government pilots had been

trained and that another 650 would be available by the

spring of 1939. This information came from Leland Stowe, a

New York Herald Tribune correspondent, who had interviewed a

Spanish pursuit squadron commander. The commander also told

Mr. Stowe that there were only two Soviet squadrons still in
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Spain, and that foreign combat personnel amounted to only

about four percent of the total Government air force

strength. This information confirmed the observations of

two British air officers who had visited Republican Spain in

February 1938. In their report, which they made available

to Lieutenant Colonel Fuller, one of them stated that "The

War Minister assured me that there were less than 300

Russians of all kinds in the country and not more than 20

Russian pilots.

/
No information came from the attaches about the

training of Spanish pilots for the Nationalist Air Force,

but High Thomas in The Spanish Civil War claims that by the

sumnr.er of 1937 there were about 150 Spanish pilots, 100

Gernan pilots and 120 Italians flying for the Insurgents.

And unlike the Soviets, the Germans and the Italians

appirently did not significantly reduce their personnel

commitment throughout the war. John Coverdale, who wrote

Italian Intervention in the Spanish Civil War, admits that

the-e were still 2,200 Italian pilots and aviation support

per-onnel in Spain in December 1938. He also indicates that

the Italians did not begin to withdraw their troops until

after the middle of May 1939. Raymond Proctor in Hitler's

Luftwaffe in the Spanish Civil War makes a similar argument.

He claims that 281 officers, 4,383 men and 472 civilian

technicians were with the Condor Legion when it left Spain

on 28 May 1938.7
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The foreign pilots had a significant effect on the

development of tactics for both sides in Spain. The initial

period of air cooperation and coordination came in the first

half of 1937, when the foreign aviators dominated the air

war. Both Lieutenant Colonel Fuller and Captain Griffiss

submitted reports based on interviews with Republican

pilots. Most of the pilots agreed that although the tactics

used had to fit the equipment and methods of the enemy, the

peacetime training they received served as a base from which

tactical adjustment could be made. The foreign pilots

brought their peacetime tactical training with them to Spain

and modified it to fit the situation they found there. And

the enemy they found was not primarily a Spanish patriot,

but a fellow aviator from one of the major powers of Europe.

In a sense the equipment, tactics and pilots reflected three

European powers fighting each other, not two Spanish forces

of similar background and training.
8

Coordination and cooperation is evident in the

formations used by each side. Although the attaches

reported that the Soviets sometimes operated their high

speed SB-2 bombers without a fighter escort, most reports

indicate that both sides relied on fighter protection for

their bombers in a ratio of two or three fighters for each
9

bomber.
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Captain Griffiss reported in April of 1937 that the

Government was protecting their bombing formations with 1-15

and 1-16 fighters working in cooperation. Flying in

squadrons of about eleven planes, the 1-15s would provide

immediate protection for the bombers. A flight of three in

a V formation would fly in front of the lead bomber, while

the remaining 1-15s would fly in an echelon formation either

to the left or the right side of the SB-2s, whichever side

offered better protection for the bombers. If more than a

squadron of I-15s was used, the fighters would fly in

echelon on both sides of the bombers. At the same time, the

I-16s, also operating in squadrons of about eleven planes,

would fly high above and to the rear of the 1-15s and SB-2s.

Their mission was to intercept enemy fighters coming in to

attack the bombing formation.
10

The I-15s and I-16s often worked in concert, not only

protecting the Republican bombers, but also in attacking

enemy bombing formations and engaging in ground attack

missions. The I-15s were slow but more maneuverable than

the I-16s, and they were equipped with four machine guns

which provided a heavy volume of fire. Because of their

maneuverability and armament they were best suited to carry

out ground and air attacks. The I-16s, while less

maneuverable and of lighter armament, were fast in straight

flight and in a dive, and were capable of rapidly engaging
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enemy pursuit planes before they had an opportunity to reach

the 1-15s. 
1

When the I-15s were used to attack enemy bombing

formations, at least Ju.52 formations, the squadron formed

in three flights. A flight of three planes in V formation

flew in the center and slightly ahead of the other flights,

which were also in V or echelon formation to the left and

right. The wing flights each had four planes. The extra

plane in those flights had the mission of protecting the

formation from any enemy fighter that escaped from the

I-16s, flying protection above. The extra 1-15s would turn

and face the oncoming enemy, while the remainder of the

squadron maintained the formation and continued the

mission. 12

Just before attacking the Ju.52 formation, the 1-15

squadron would assume a single file echeloned to the right

or left, and would engage the Nationalist bombers head-on,

and usually at the same altitude. According to Captain

Griffiss, the file of I-15s flew straight at the lead

bomber, firing their machine guns before they were within

effective range, so the enemy bombers flew into the machine

gun fire. Each attacking 1-15 after engaging the lead

bomber would make a rapid 180 degree dive, fly opposite of

the direction of attack, and reform for continued attack.
13
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The turning dive and the direction the formation

echeloned were important for the safety of the pilots. The

dive had to be tight and fast to avoid being caught under or

behind the Ju.52s, because of the placement of the Junkers'

machine guns. Only in front of the Ju.52 were the 1-15

pilots safe from its armament. The direction in which the

1-15 squadron formed its echelon was determined by the

desire of the pilots to have the turning dive headed back

into Republican territory. In case of problems this tactic

allowed a quicker, less complicated escape back to a
14

friendly zone.

Captain Griffiss reported that the Government was able

to engage the Ju.52 formations using the tactic described,

because in addition to the lack of forward armament, the

Nationalists did not provide a flight of fighters in front

of their lead bomber. Their fighter protection flew in

small formations at various heights above the Ju.52s. It

was the mission of the 1-16 fighters to attack these

formations and draw them away while the I-15s attacked the

bombers. When the I-16s attacked the bomber escort they

remained in formation as long as possible, before breaking

for individual combat. After breaking, they operated in

pairs, using what Captain Griffiss called the "scissor

method of attack," wherein the pair attacked an enemy

fighter simultaneously from each side.
15
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About the cooperative use of the 1-15 and 1-16

formations Captain Griffiss said: "These tactics have been

very successful not only in the tactical sense, but also

relative to the number of enemy planes shot down and the

losses suffered. 116

Both Captain Griffiss and Lieutenant Colonel Fuller

found another example of the Government's coordinated use of

their airplanes. In the spring and early summer of 1937

they each reported a tactic used for night bombing. One

bomber flew ahead at a high altitude, followed about five

miles back by one or two R-5 attach planes flying low. Back

further still was the formation of bombers. The lone bomber

would trigger the searchlights and antiaircraft guns in

time for the low attack of those targets by the R-5s. The

attack planes would either destroy the searchlights and

guns, or at least cause them to be shut down for their own

defense by the time the formation of bombers arrived. This

tactic could not be used indefinitely; the Nationalists

would have developed a system to counter it in some way, and

in fact, after it was first mentioned by the attaches in

1937 it was never discussed again. However, it worked a

few times, and it serves as an example of the level of

coordination of which the Government aviators were

capable. 17

The information sent by the attaches about German and

Italian bomber and fighter tactics was sketchy at best, and
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usually consisted of partial descriptions of specific

operations. For example, Captain Griffiss described the

German Ju.52 bomber formations used during operations in the

Jarama sector. He explained that the Junkers formations

consisted of eleven to twenty-two planes flying in V,

echelon or line formation, and protected by two to three

times as many fighters. Like the Republican forces, the

Germans depended on the fighter escort for protection of

their bombers. Lieutenant Colonel Fuller confirmed the

ratio of two of three fighters for each bomber used by the

Nationalists.
18

Reports about the Italians generelly concerned their

bombing raids of the cities. Lieutenant Colonel Waite in

February 1937 submitted a report of the bombing of Madrid,

alledgedly by the Italians, but all he said was that the

planes bombed from a high altitude, and that the bombing was

inaccurate. Against Valencia in May 1937, Captain Griffiss

reported that a formation of eight planes approached over

the sea, possibly from Majorca, and bombed from an altitude

of 1,500 to 2,000 feet.
19

A year later, information received by Lieutenant

Colonel Fuller from the British air attache in Paris

indicated that because of antiaircraft defenses both sides

were bombing with their heavy bombers from altitudes of no

less than 15,000 feet. The report further deqcribed a

method of attack that had been used by the Nationalists
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against Barce'lona and other coastal towns in the first two

months of 1938. Bombers would fly in over the sea at about

20,000 feet, cut their engines while "some distance from the

coast," and glide over the target bombing at about 15,000

feet. Both the height and the silent approach offered a

surprise attack thqt the antiaircraft defenses might be at a

loss to counter.
20

In the summer of 1938 Lieutenant Colonel Waite reported

that for surprise and security low altitude bombing missions

were being carried out by both sides as well. He wrote that

close formations bombing at an altitude of 200 to 600 meters

(600 to 1800 feet) were achieving the best results. The low

altitude raids offered surprise and a better chance of

hitting the target. They also offered better protection for

the pilots. Lieutenant Colonel Waite explained that enemy

fighters could not attack the bomber formations from below

because of the low altitude, and the antiaircraft guns were

most accurate at ranges about 2000 meters (6000 feet).

Besides, antiaircraft operators had trouble hitting low-

flying, fast planes.
21

The effect of air bombardment seemed to be of extreme
/

interest to the attaches and to the sources that they used.

Because of the theories of air advocates like Giulio Douhet,

there was the expectation that the bombing of civilian

populations would cause panic and crush the desire to

resist. However, the actions in Spain did not prove the
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theory true. Reports throughout the war stressed the

endurance of civilian populations to withstand the bombing

raids.

Lieutenant Colonel Lee submitted a report in January

1937 that included a copy of a Times of London article sent

from Madrid by the paper's military correspondent,

Presumably Basil H. Liddell Hart. In the article, Liddell

Hart verified the destruction caused by the bombing that

Madrid had endured since the beginning of the war. He

stated that in the ten weeks prior to his article the city

had been bombed thirty-three times with the equivalent of

about fifty tons of high explosive. Yet in spit2 of the

destruction and death there had been no ci- '.ian exodus from

Madrid. Another source, this one unnamed, told Lieutenant

Colonel Lee that:

One of the remarkable features of the
war so far has been the amount of punish-
ment the inhabitants of Madrid have taken
from bombardment. Most military critics
have hitherto assumed that continual
bombardment of a civil population would
completely disorganize the community
life, but this has not proven true in
Madrid.

In fact, a source quoted by Lieutenant Colonel Fuller wrote

in 1938 that the bombing "has stimulated the hatred and

endurance of the people and converted many of Franco's

adherents into opponents."
'22
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Yet, even though what these sources reported was

undoubtedly true, the argument can be made that fifty tons

of high explosives over ten weeks did not represent massive

and continual bombing strikes. The bombing attacks against

the cities, according to the attache reports, seemed to

consist of from three planes to one or two squadrons (about

eleven to twenty-two planes). And even sources in the

French War Department reported that there had been

"relatively few massed air attacks against vital centers in

the interior of the country." Still, civilians had been

bombed and subjected directly and repeatedly to the terrors
23

of war, yet panic and coliapse had not come.

In addition to how well the civilians were enduring the

air raids, a number of attache reports were concerned with

the types of bombs being dropped and how effective they

were. Incendiary bombs were generally acknowledged to be

ineffective. In February 1937 Lieutenant Colonel Fuller

reported that, while the early Italian high explosive bombs

were of excellent quality, their incendiary bombs failed to

ignite or only partically burned about fifty percent of the

time. In a later report Lieutenant Colonel Fuller added

that it appeared that incendiary bombs were being used at

night to illuminate targets for bombers, but he also added

that they were quickly extinguished with sand and dirt.
24

The first mention of the use of delayed action fuses

came in June 1937 in a report from Captain Griffiss. Until
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then, the report indicated, the Germans and Italians had

been using "instantaneous types" of bombs. Captain Griffiss

stated that the Germans had 50 to 150 kilo bombs with

electric fuses that slightly delayed detonation.

Lieutenant Colonel Fuller and Captain Griffiss confirmed

that information in reports in March and May of 1938. By

then the Italians also were using delayed action fuses, but

Lieutenant Colonel Fuller received information that until

early 1938 it appeared that the Italian fuses failed to work

consistently. Another problem with tim~e fuses was reported

to Captain Griffiss by the French Air Ministry. The fuses

were used in low altitude bombing missions, apparently by

the Germans, but sometimes the bombs bounced before they had

a chance to detonate, and as a result exploded away from the

target. The attaches sent no information to MID about

Soviet or Government bombs.
25

Although the bombing of civilian populations failed to

spread panic as expected, the use of airplanes in bombing

and strafing missions over the trenches and front lines

caused considerable unrest. The reports of Captain Griffiss

and L:..eutenant Colonels Waite and Fuller emphasized the

positive and negative effects the airplanes had on the

morale of the ground forces. In a report written by

British air officers who had visited Republican Spain,

passed to MID by Lieutenant Colonel Fuller, the British

officers concluded that the continuous effect of bombing was
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more severe on troops in trenches than a continuous

artillery barrage. With artillery, the troops remained

protected from all but direct hits. However, the planes had

the ability to bring the bombs and machine guns directly

over -he trenches, thus partially nullifying the advantage

of 'digging in'. The British officers were careful to note

that only sustained bombing could achieve a significant

effect on morale. The information gathered by Lieutenant

Colonel Waite from the French War Department agreed with the

assessment of the British observers, but Lieutenant Colonel

Waite also added that mass bombardment of troops, in

addition to physical casualties, caused more serious

psychological reactions than artillery attacks.
24

However, the use of airplanes in support of ground

operations could have a tremendous positive effect on

friendly troops. Lieutenant Coloiel 7uller quoted a British

source he considered reliable as saying that the Republican

military commanders "claim that the value of the morale

which the presence of their own aircraft instills in the

troops is in excess of any material assistance which they

can give." The attaches agreed that Government aviation was

of vital importance to the ground forces, but they also

stressed the need for the ground troops to take immediate

advantage of the destruction and disorder air attacks

provided.
27
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However, throughout the war air-ground coordination was

not consistently achieved. Lieutenant Colonel Waite

reported that the Government air attack on a Nationalist

motor convoy near Algora on 17 March 1937, which lasted

between four and five hours, was successfully exploited by

soldiers of the International Brigade. Yet Lieutenant

Colonel Fuller reported that, considered in total, the

battle of Guadalajara, of which Algora was a part, was

characterized by the failure of the Republican infantry to

seize immediately the opportunities provided by the

Government air attacks on the Nationalist formations and

positions. In spite of the imperfect coordination, ground

attack by aviation continued to provide important support

for the maneuver elements of both armies.
28

As usual, most of the information gathered by the

attaches about the specific tactics used in ground attacks

concerned the Republican Air Force. Captain Griffiss

described both high and low ground attack methods used by

the Government. The high attack method was usually used by

fighter pilots when the target area was protected by

antiaircraft guns. According to Captain Griffiss the pilot

began a more than sixty-degree dive at about 14,000 feet,

released the bombs at about 7,500 feet and fired his machine

guns down to an altitude of about 4,500 feet. At 4,500 feet

the pilot would usually turn and continue his dive back

toward friendly lines, but if there was no antiaircraft fire
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he might elect to continue the dive, firing his machine guns

down to near ground level before turning to Government

territory.
29

The fighter pilots would also use a low altitude method

of attack. According to Captain Griffiss, low altitude

attacks were made in a V or echelon formation, or

individually. Because the bomb release handle on the 1-15

was inconveniently mounted on the floor and would cause the

pilot to have to lose sight of the target when he pulled

the release, the pilots of those planes would try to drop

their bombs at altitudes of between 600 and 1500 feet. The

higher the altitude the better. After releasing the bombs,

the pilot would continue the dive, firing his machine guns

down to near ground level; then he would either strafe the

trench or target, or climb back up for another attack.
30

The 1-15s were generally used to carry out ground

attacks because of their heavier armament and better

maneuverability. However, as usual, while the 1-15 pilots

carried out the actual attack, the I-16s flew as a covering

force. Lieutenant Colonel Fuller and Captain Griffiss noted

that the I-16s, which originally were equipped with bomb

racks to carry four 8 to 10 kilo bombs, had the racks

removed. Information Lieutenant Colonel Fuller received

indicated that the diving attacks by high-speed monoplanes

like the 1-16 were not particularly successful because the

pilotswould have to pull out of the dive before they
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reached the effective range of their machine guns. The loss

of the bomb racks undoubtedly increased the speed of the

I-16s for their normal role in air to air combat. However

Captain Griffiss did note that if the Nationalist planes

were not present, the I-16s would conclude the ground attack

by machine gunning the target after the ground attack force

was finished.
3 1

Both Captain Griffiss and Lieutenant Colonel Fuller

also sent reports to MID describing the tactics used by the

Soviet R-5 pilots. Although this plane was originally

constructed for a reconnaissance role, in Spain the
/

Government often used it for ground attack. The attaches

reported that the R-5 pilots would approach the target at an

altitude of about 100 feet. Captain Griffiss also noted

that the planes appraoched in a V or echelon formation of

three flights, much like the 1-15 formations. Before

reaching the target they would climb to an altitude of

between 400 and 500 feet before releasing their bombs. If

applicable, the R-5s would then dive back down near ground

level and strafe with their machine guns. Lieutenant

Colonel Fuller added that the R-5s had armor plating added

to protect vital parts.
32

Apparently the tactics used by the Nationalist forces

were much the same as those used by the Republicans.

Lieutenant Colonel Waite reported that in various operations
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both sides had surprised enemy troops and supply columns by

flying in low to avoid detection, antiaircraft fire and

attacks by enemy fighters. He also mentioned that the

attacking planes were covered by fighters that terminated

the attack by emptying their "magazines on hostile targets."

It is interesting to note that Lieutenant Colonel Waite also

included in his report information that showed that during

some operations the attacks lasted several hours with the

attacking planes departing for resupplies of ammunition and

returning for successive attacks. This report confirmed

previous information he received about the attack at Algora,

which lasted over four hours and entailed planes returning
33

to the attack after being resupplied.

Although the aerial attacks terrified the infantry, by

1938 the attache reports indicated that ground troops had

developed a method of destroying some of the attacking

planes. A massed volley of fire across the line of flight,

although not accurate, succeeded in bringing down low flying

airplanes. The attaches reported that more than a few

planes were lost to this tactic, and sources providing

information to the attaches in Paris concluded that

"Protection against ground weapons has become more and more

a great necessity.

The targets of ground attacks were many and varied.

The 'ittache reports indicated attacks against such targets

as trenches, tanks, troop concentrations, villages used as

military garrisons, motorized convoys, reinforcements and
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retreating troops, but one of the most discussed targets was

the airfields. The attack of airfields and attempts by the

Government to limit the damage the Nationalists could

inflict were chronicled in dispatches throughout 1937 and

early 1938. 3

In the early stages of the war the Republicans lost

many planes of their own on the ground due to Nationalist

attacks, but by early 1937 the Government had enacted a

policy of using temporary landing fields as a means of

shifting their planes quickly to areas where they were most

needed, and also to make them harder for the Nationalists to

locate. According to the reports of the attaches, this

tactic worked extremely well. Lieutenant Colonel Fuller

reported in March 1938 that the Government Air Force was

completely mobile. It was made up of squadrons of twelve

planes, each squadron moving every day or two. He also

reported that there was no more than one squadron per

airfield. To protect their planes further the Government

pilots parked them scattered around the edges of the fields

and covered their support vehicles with shrubs and brush to

make their presence less obvious. The dark green paint used

by the Soviets also helped camouflage their locations.
36

However well the use of temporary airfields worked,

the tactic was not without its problems. The rugged terrain

where some of the fields were located made operations
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difficult, and the high speed landing of the 1-16 on

primitive fields frequently resulted in the destruction of

planes and the loss of pilots. In one of Lieutenant Colonel

Waite's reports he quoted the former commander of the French

Air School at Versailles, a General Armengaud, as saying

that planes "required to change airdromes frequently to

avoid bombing should be able to utilize mediocre landing

fields through the use of modern wing flaps." Captain

Griffiss also noted that landing on temporary fields caused

more maintenance problems for planes like the 1-16, which

had a retractable undercarriage, than planes with a fixed
37

landing gear.

In spite of the limitations and peculiarities of the

Spanish Civil War, Captain Griffiss recongized that the air

war had "shown us the power and limitation of an air arm

from which we can better judge its future employemnt as well

as the best means of defense against it." In his annual

reports on the war Captain Griffiss not only summarized the

information that he had collected through the rear, but he

also assessed the importance of what he was observing. And

more than any other attache, he provided MID with his

opinions concerning the future use and development of
38

military aviation.

Unlike some aviators of his era, Captain Griffiss

believed that "no major war of the future will be as short

lived as some advocate due to the power of Air Forces."
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This opinion apparently drove many of the other conclusions

he reached. He strongly believed that in a future conflict

involving industrial powers the quality of the aerial

equipment would be so similar that the nation that could

supply and resupply its air force wtih a greater quantity of

planes would eventually succeed in gaining and maintaining

air superiority.
39

Air superiority was essential in his opinion.

Throughout his reports Captain Griffiss continually

emphasized the power of the bomber and the devastation that

it could wreak. Although he did not believe the bombing

that took place in Spain fully demonstrated the capabilities

of bombardment aviation, he insisted that the destruction

evident from the bombing proved that air forces in the

future would have to stop enemy bombers "at all costs."

Captain Griffiss' arguments approach bombardment from a

defensive rather than an offensive point of view.
4 0

Rather than calling for an air force predominant.LY

composed of bombers, he advocated a well-rounded force of

various components working in cooperation. He especially

recognized the need for cooperation between bombers and

fighters.

The peacetime theory of the complete
invulnerability of the modern type
bombardment plane no longer holds.
The increased speeds and modern
armament of both the bombardment
and pursuit plane have worked in
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favor of the pursuit. Pursuit
must be employed to protect bomb-
ardment or, it is better to say,
bombardment must rely upon pursuit
for its protection.

And he also insisted that "Operations in Spain have shown

the necessity of combined efforts of pursuit and anti-

aircraft in protecting any one locality." Yet Captain

Griffiss recognized that "the pursuit plane remains the

decisive factor of air supremacy." Without air superiority

offensive and defensive operations were difficult, if not

impossible.
41

In addition to cooperation within the air force,

Captain Griffiss also advocated the development of a

separate element specifically designed to support ground

operations. Based on what he had seen in Spain, he believed

it was necessary to have planes specially designed for the

ground support mission, and he insisted that it was

necessary to have "efficient liaison and cooperation between

the Air and Ground Troops." To create the cooperation

necessary in war, Captain Griffiss believed it was

imperative that alr and ground forces train together in

peacetime. He understood that the air force could not win

campaigns alone; it required ground forces to take and hold

objectives. 42

Among the most interesting of Captain Griffiss'

observations about the war concerned the Germans.
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The Germans have attached a great
deal of importance to the use of
bombardment over battlefields and
the German aviation in Spain has
chiefly attempted to perfect its
use in direct liaison with infantry
. . . Today it seems that the Germans
are studying the possibility of
giving an overwhelming superiority
to attack over defense by using at
the same time artillery, tanks and
airplanes.43

Captain Griffiss was not alone in some of the

conclusions he reached about the future of military

aviation. General Armengaud, retired from the French Air

Force, was quoted by Captain Griffiss when he said of

Nationalist bombing in Spain: "Germany and Ituly are thus

getting the world used to the bombardment of capital towns

which is a part of their war plans." The general, too,

feared the power of the bombers. In an article sent to MID

by Lieutenant Colonel Waite, General Armengaud argued, as

did Captain Griffiss, that bombardment and fighter forces

must work together, and that the fighters were the best

means of defense against enemy bombing attacks. Other

sources used by the attaches also supported the importance

of pursuit aviation, and many reports reinforced the need

for cooperation between air and ground forces.
44

Although arguments can be made about the proper lessons

that should have been learned from the air war in Spain, it

remains that Spain was important in generating thought and
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discussion about the use and development of military

aviation. At least through the first year, the Spanish

Civil War was a contest largely involving pilots and

equipment from German, Italy and the Soviet Union. And the

tactics that developed reflected not only the circumstances

and rival planes encountered in Spain, but also the training

received by the pilots in peacetime. This was the first

aerial combat between European air forces since the end of

World War I, and it allowed the opportunity for military men

of all nations to review, reassess and test the assumptions

they held about the importance and role of military aviation

in modern warfare. The reports sent to MID by the attaches

in Europe also allowed the same opportunity to the United

States Army. Thanks largely to Captain Griffiss, MID

received more information about the air war than any other

aspect of the war in Spain.
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CHAPTER IV

THE WAR ON THE GROUND

At the same time that war raged in the skies, a

different, but related war was being fought on the ground

between the Nationalists and the Government. On the ground

it was largely an infantry war waged between untrained or

partially trained conscripts and volunteers, often led by

inexperienced officers and noncommissioned officers. It was

a war of trenches and street fighting with each side mainly

depending upon light or individual weapons. Yet both sides

also introduced technical elements to the fight that changed

the nature of the war. Tanks, anittank weapons and

antiaircraft guns, mostly from the Germans, Italians and

Soviets, were used with varying degrees of success. And

although neither side employed these weapons in great

numbers, their use provided information that reflected the

technical and tactical improvements and changes made since

the end of the Great War. Their use also demonstrated the

growing complexity of modern weapons and warfare.

Although most of Colonel Fuqua's reports concerned the

nontechnical infantry war of the individual soldiers, the

focus of interest for most of the other American military
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attaches became the tanks, antitank and antiaircraft

weapons. Even though they were removed from the fighting,

the attaches in Paris and London, and to a lesser extent in

Rome and Berlin, provided information that supplemented the

sketchy technical and tactical data sent from Spain by

Colonel Fuqua.

If the hope of military thinkers was to return maneuver

to the battlefield through the use of tanks, the experience

of Spain was a disappointemnt. The general conclusion

reached by the attaches and their sources was that the tanks

used there were inefficient. They lacked the armor and

armament necessary to meet successfully an enemy equipped

with heavy machine guns and antitank weapons, and they were

continually plagued with mechanical malfunctions.

Lieutenant Colonel Lee submitted a report in the spring of

1937 that contained an excerpt from an article by Basil H.

Liddell Hart. In it, Liddell Hart stated that the tanks

used in Spain were "obsolescent and of poor quality." In a

profound sense he was correct. With the rapid technical

development occurring during the 1930s, equipment was soon

displaced by more advanced technology. Yet it would be

wrong to assume from his statement that the tanks used in

Spain were old and discarded models, because they were

not.
1
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The Germans sent the Panzer Mark I to Spain. Designed

in the early 1930s, it went into mass production in the

summer of 1934, and served as the main weapon of the German

tank regiments from 1935 to 1940. The Italian tanks had a

similar history. The Fiat Ansaldo Carro Veloce 33 (CV 33)

and the Fiat Ansaldo Carro Veloce 35 (CV 35), produced in

1933 and 1935 respectively, became the Italian battle tanks

in Spain. The CV 35, a modified version of the CV 33, was

the standard light tank of the Italian Army from 1935

through the early stages of the Second World War. The

Government tanks were the T-26 and T-28 from the Soviet

Union. The T-26, based on Vickers plans purchased in 1931,

went into production in the early 1930s, and was still in

service in 1942. The Soviets began producing the T-28 in

1935 and it remained the standard Soviet medium tank until

1941.2

So, although Liddell Hart may have been theoretically

correct in arguing that these tanks were obsolete, in a

practical sense the tanks used in Spain were the standard

weapons of their respective armies.

The information gathered by the attaches about the

Nationalist tanks appears to be relatively accurate and

consistent. Although the attaches never mentioned the

German Panzer Mark I by name, they provided an early

description of its basic characteristics. Lieutenant

Colonel Waite submitted a report at the end of January 1938
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that described the German vehicle as a light tank weighing

between four and five tons, capable of traveling at a

maximum speed of forty to fifty kilometers per hour (kmph.),

manned by a crew of two and mounted with two machine guns.

A report by Lieutenant Colonel Waite in May of the same year

basically confirmed the earlier report, but he added that

the twin machine guns were mounted in a turret, and the

maximum thickness of the tank's armor was fifteen millimeters

(mm.).

Colonel Fuqua gathered information about the German

tank from the commanding officer of the Government Tank

School at Archena. This information was much the same as

had been previously reported by Lieutenant Colonel Waite,

except that the Spanish Commander reported that the tank

weighed 5000 kilograms (about 5.5 tons) instead of four or

five tons, and that its maximum speed on the road was

fifty-five kmph, instead of fifty. Colonel Fuqua's report

also added information not previously reported about the

machine guns and armor. He wrote that the machine guns were

7.92 mm. and that they fired independently but shared the

same telescopic sight. The armor, he noted, had a maximum

thickness of 14 mm. and a minimum thickness of 7 mm., the

forward armor being the thickest, while the armor on the

sides was only 8 m.

Technical data available today about the Panzer Mark I

verifies the accuracy of the main points of information
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collected by the attaches. According to the data gathered

by Dr. F. M. von Senger und Etterlin in his history of

German armored fighting vehicles, the Germans sent two

models of the Mark I to Spain, which differed mainly in the

size and power of their engines. Both models had crews of

two, twin 7.92 mm. machine guns and a maximum thickness in

armor of 15 mm., but speed and weight were different. The

earlier 'A' model weighed 5.4 tons and had a maximum speed

of 37 kmph., while the 'B' model weighed 5.8 tons and had a

maximum speed of 40 kmph.5

In January and May of 1937 Lieutenant Colonel Waite was

also gathering information about the Italian tanks. His

first report described them as light, two and a half ton

tanks with a maximum speed of 45 kmph., a two man crew and

mounted with two machine guns. By May he had discovered

that the Italians had two different tanks in Spain. The

information he then sent to MID reflected the same speed and

crew size, but provided more detail about weight, armament

and armor. He reported that the tanks weighed between two

and three tons, had either one or two machine guns, and

carried armor between 9 mm. and 13 mm. thick. Other reports

from Lieutenant Colonel Waite and from Colonel George H.

Paine, the attache in Rome, added little new information,

but served to verify the data from January and May 1937. No

information about the Italian tanks came from Colonel Fuqua

in Spain.
6
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John Joseph Timothy Sweet in Iron Arm: The

Mechanization of Mussolini's Army, 1920-1940 confirms the

basic data received by MID. Both the CV 33 and the CV 35

were light tanks with two man crews, and both had armor that

measured 5/16 of an inch (7.9 mm.) thick at the sides and a

half an inch (12.7 mm.) thick in the front and the rear.

However, the CV 33 weighed 3.1 tons and had a maximum speed

of only 38 kmph., while the CV 35 weighed 3.2 tons and had a

speed of 42 kmph. Although the attaches reported the

Italian tanks to be a little lighter and faster than they

actually were, they were right about the armament. The CV

33 had one 6.5 mm. machine gun, and the CV 35 had two 8 mm.
7

machine guns.

Unfortunately, the information sent to MID about the

Soviet tanks was not as accurate or as consistent as that

collected about the Nationalists'. As with the German and

Italian tanks most of the technical information gathered

came from Lieutenant Colonel Waite in Paris. Colonel Fuqua

in Spain offered only the observation, in February 1938,

that the Soviet tank had a 45 mm. gun mounted on it. Which

Soviet tank that was he did not mention, nor did he indicate

that he knew that the Soviets had at least two different

tanks in Spain.
8

In his report in January 1937, Lietenant Colonel Waite

described two Soviet tanks: a medium he identified as a

'BT', and a heavy T 28. The medium tank he described as
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weighing 12 tons with a three man crew, a top speed of 55

kmph, and armed with a 45 mm. gun and one machine gun.. He

reported the T 28 tank to be 18 tons in weight with a five

man crew, a maximum speed of 40 kmph, and mounted with a 76

mm. gun and three machine guns. In the report he also

provided information about the armor on each of the tanks.

The maximum thickness of the BT's armor, he said, was 12 mm.
9

while the armor on the T 28 reached 25 mm.

On 25 Mar 1937, based on an article from La France

militaire, Lieutenant Colonel Waite again described two

Soviet tanks, but this time he identified the T 28 as a

medium tank and the other lighter tank as a T 26 light tank.

Some of the information about the T 28 agreed with that sent

in January, although the May report failed to provide a

weight. He still characterized the T 28 as having an

estimated 25 mm. maximum thickness of armor and a five or

six man crew. However, he now reported the main gun to be a

45 mm. rather than a 76 mm. In the May report he also

provided a more complete description of the placement of the

guns. The 45 mm. gun and one machine gun were located in

the main turret, and a 7.62 mm machine gun was in each of

two lateral turrets. He also indicated that the tank

traveled at no more than 40 kmph, a slower maximum speed

than that previously reported.
10

The information about the T 26 was similar, but not the

same as the data already submitted about the BT. Lieutenant
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Colonel Waite described it an an 8.5 ton tank with a crew of

three, a maximum of 13 mm. of armor, and armed with either a

37 mm. or a 45 mm. gun mounted with a machine gun in the

turret, or with just two turret-mounted machine guns. He

also added that the T 26 was capable of speeds up to 30

kmph.
11

Further reports served to confuse the issue even more.

In June 1937 Lieutenant Colonel Waite submitted a report by

Lieutenant Commander John A. Gade, U.S.N.R., who was the

naval attache in Brussels, and who had gathered some

information about the war while visiting Portugal.

Lieutenant Commander Gade reported that there were two types

of Soviet tanks in Spain, a 12 ton and an 18 ton. He did

not provide a designation for these tanks, but he added that

the 12 ton had a maximum speed of 55 kmph. and a crew of

three and was armed with one gun and one machine gun. The

18 ton tank he described as having a maximum speed of 40

kmph., a five man crew, a gun and an undesignated number of

machine guns. Information gathered by Lieutenant Colonel

Waite from the French War Department agreed with Lieutenant

Commander Gade in terms of the weight and armament of the

two tanks, but added that the 18 ton tank had three machine
12

guns in addition to its cannon.

Recent historians of the Spanish Civil War do not

resolve the confusion. That the T 26 light tank was in

Spain is agreed, but neither Hugh Thomas nor Jesus Salas
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Larrazabal nor Ramon Salas Larrazabal indicates that the

T 28 ever was used by the Government. Yet all three, who

admittedly shared information, agree that the BT 5 was in

Spain, Thomas citing its use from late 1937 through the end

of the war. 13

Nevertheless, military and civilian writers from the

late 1930s clearly identify a 20 ton T 28 tank from the

Soviet Union, or manufactured in Spain from Soviet design,

as being used by the Government. Although there is

confusion about the size of the gun in the main turret,

whether it was 45 mm. or 47 mm., they all agree that in

addition to the main gun there was a co-axially mounted

machine gun in the main turret and a machine gun in each of

two small turrets.
14

Bryan Perrett, who has written a book about Soviet

armored vehicles, agrees that the T 26 was used in Spain.

Although he describes it as lighter and slower than reported

by the attaches, his data verifies most of the information

sent to MID. He characterizes the T 26 as a 9.4 ton light

tank capable of speeds up to 17.5 mph. (28 kmph.), with a

crew of three, a maximum of 15 mm. of armor, and armed with

a 45 mm. gun and a co-axially mounted machine gun in a

single turret.
15

Although Perrett does not mention that the T 28 was in

Spain, his description of it more closely matches the

information sent by the attaches about the tank, which they
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also identified as the T 28, than does his data about the

BT 5. He writes that the T 28 was a medium tank with a crew

of six, a maximum speed of 27 mph. (43 kmph.), and a maximum

36 mm. of armor. He also adds that it had in its main

turret a 76 mm. gun and a co-axially mounted 7.62 mm.

machine gun. In addition, located in separate turrets to

the left and right forward of the main turret were two 7.62

mm. machine guns. However Perrett, unlike the attaches,

claims that the T 28 was a 28 ton tank.1
6

Albert and Joan Seaton, who wrote The Soviet Army: 1918

to the Present, generally agree with Perrett in his

description of the characteristics of both the T 26 and the

T 28. However, they do not agree as closely on the

characteristics of the BT 5. The Seatons classify it as a

light tank of about 12 tons with a road speed of 40 mph. (64

kmph.), a crew of three, and a maximum thickness of 20 mm.

of armor. They also claim that the BT 5 was armed with a 45

mm. gun and two 7.62 mm. machine guns. Perrett agrees that

the BT 5 had a crew of three, and his estimates of speed and

armor are similar to the figures of the Seatons. Perrett

estimates the maximum speed to have been 37 mph. (60 kmph.),

and the maximum armor 15 mm. However, Perrett classifies

the BT 5 as a light medium tank, although he does not

provide weight figures, and he does not indicate that the

tank ever carried more armament than the single main gun.
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The pictures he provides show no machine guns mounted on any

of the BT series tanks.
17

Although there is confusion about the types of Soviet

tanks used in Spain, the data gathered by the attaches and

the information provided by historians since the war tend to

indicate that the T 26 and the T 28 were both used. The

BT 5 might have been there as well, but because of its thin

armor and small crew size it certainly would have been

confused with the T 26, not the T 28. The T 28's

distinctive combination of main and lateral turrets, its 76

mm. gun and multiple machine guns, and its large crew size

make it difficult to mistake.

Whatever types of tanks the Soviets sent to Spain, they

all seemed to share an unfortunate flaw. Attache reports

indicate they were susceptible to destruction by fire,

apparently more than the Italian and German tanks.

According to an article by Captain Ed. Bauer of the Swiss

Army, forwarded to MID by Lieutenant Colonel Magruder from

Bern, the part most susceptible to combustion was the

"rubber sheathing covering the roller bearing which supports

the caterpillar drive." A report from Lieutenant Colonel

Lee early in 1937 had made a similar observation about how

easily the synthetic rubber used on the treads burned. The

Nationalists soon discovered and exploited the flaw.
18

In reports based on interviews with newsmen returning

from Spain, Lieutenant Colonels Kroner and Waite described
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methods used by the Rebels to stop the Government tanks.

According to Lieutenant Colonel Kroner, Moors were using

gasoline tied to hand grenades, which thrown at close range

started the tanks buring and forced the crews to abandon

them. Lieutenant Colonel Waite received much the same

information, which was further verified by the French War

Department. He added that dynamite was also used to blow

the tracks off the tanks, but regardless of the methods used

the Nationalists had captured and were using Soviet tanks.

According to Jesus Salas Larrazabal, by October 1938 the

Nationalists had forty-one Soviet tanks incorporated into
19

their army.

The Government use of captured German and Italian tanks
I

is not mentioned by Salas Larrazabal, indicating that if

they were used it was not a widespread practice. Based on

the attache reports about the ineffectiveness of the light

tanks, it is probably not surprising that the Government

made little use of the Nationalist models. The attaches and

their sources reported that the light tanks, especially

those of the Nationalists, were too lightly armored and

armed to be effective. The attaches in Paris submitted

reports in 1937 and 1938 that mentioned how easily the light

tanks could be penetrated not only by antitank weapons, but

also by light machine guns. In the report of Lieutenant

Commander Gade, which Lieutenant Colonel Fuller forwarded to
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MID, the commander mentioned that a bullet from an 8 mm.

machine gun easily penetrated the German tanks.
20

The lack of heavy armament also hampered the tanks.

Lieutenant Colonel Waite, based on an article in La France

militaire, reported that the Nationalist tanks were

incapable of penetrating "25 m/m or even 13 m/m thick"

armor. This meant that the Nationalist tanks were no match

for the Soviet tanks used by the Government - - except for

the inflammability of the latter.
21

Colonel Paine discovered that the Italian Army reached

a similar conclusion. In a translated military publication

forwarded to MID by Colonel Paine the Italians concluded

that tanks armed with cannons were superior to those armed

with machine guns. The document further suggested the

necessity of organizing tank units so that tanks mounted

with antitank guns protected the light tanks armed only with

machine guns. The recommanded ratio was one tank with

antitank cannon for every three light tanks. Whether this

was done in Spain is unclear, but Colonel Paine added the

comment that the Italians were beginning to arm some of the

light tanks in Italy with 37 mm. cannons instead of machine

guns, and that he anticipated the integration of these tanks

into the assault tank companies.
22

Colonel Fuqua reached a similar conclusion in regard to

the German tanks. He noted that they were too light to be

suited for attacking strongly fortified positions, and
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suggested that if they were to be used for such a mission

they needed to be protected by medium or heavy tanks. The

ineffectiveness of the light tanks against fortified

positions in Spain, Colonel Fuqua also argued, reinforced

the growing tendency in modern military forces toward a

greater use of medium and heavy tanks.
23

Parts, if not all, of the French War Department

apparently agreed with Colonel Fuqua. Lieutenant Colonel

Waite received information from French Army Intelligence

that included the observation that light, fast, but

insufficiently armed and armored tanks were not effective

against organized positions. French military planners

within the War Department also admitted that they agreed

with the assessment made by General Duchene in an article in

L'Echo de Paris in July 1937. The General stated that "It

has been demonstrated that the light tank, faster but

insufficiently armed and protected, is distinctly inferior

to the medium and heavy tank - a point well worth re-

taining.
'24

Although most of the criticism was leveled at the light

German and Italian tanks, the heavier Soviet tanks were

better only by comparison. Both Colonel Fuqua and

Lieutenant Colonel Fuller submitted reports in the spring of

1937 stating that the tanks used in Spain were universally

ineffective. The Soviet tanks simply had heavier armor and

more powerful armament, which gave them an advantage in
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attacking fortified positions, and when facing the

Nationalist tanks.
25

Most of the tank action in Spain, however, was not tank

against tank in massed battles. Both sides typically doled

out their tanks to support infantry attacks and counter-

attacks. Colonel Paine learned from their official

publications that the Italians used their tanks in Spain in

three ways: as an advanced guard for motorized convoys, in

cooperation with the infantry in the attack, and in cooper-

ation with the horse cavalry to make contact with the

enemy during attacks. Lieutenant Colonel Waite confirmed

that most of the tanks in Spain, not just the Italian, were

used for those types of missions, but he added that tanks

also were being used in street fighting. Colonel Fuqua

noted in one of his visits to the front lines that the

Government used their tanks at Frentes de Ebro to carry

small groups of Spanish soldiers forward into battle. He

suggested that this might be a new role for the tank.
26

Fortunately, other observers were reaching different

conclusions. Rather than using tanks as separate weapons, a

number of the attaches' sources suggested the need to employ

tanks in mass. Even Colonel Fuqua received notes captured

from the Nationalists at Brunete that concluded: "Tanks

operating alone are doomed to disaster." In addition,

comments from French, British and Swiss sources also

strongly emphasized the need for concerted action and
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support between the various arms.. They mentioned the need

for close cooperation between the tanks and infantry, and

among tank, artillery, aviation and antitank units. Without

support and coordinated action they believed successful tank

attacks were not possible. The same observation was made

concerning tanks as was made concerning aviation: the

infantry needed to exploit rapidly the advantage the tank

offered for taking and holding ground.
27

The attaches also received and passed to MID comments

from their sources that indicated a shift in thinking away

from the advantages of light, fast armored vehicles toward

more heavily armed and protected, but necessarily slower

tanks. Both Colonel Fuqua and Lieutenant Colonel Waite

agreed that the war in Spain showed the need for increasing

numbers of heavy and medium tanks. As Lieutenant Colonel

Waite commented in a report to MID: "speed is not armor."

He, like many of his sources, also believed that tanks had

to be employed in mass, and had to be used in concert with

infantry, artillery and aviation support.
2 8

The attache reports and the opinions of the attaches

apparently were considered and accepted by the officers in

MID. In a memorandum written by Lieutenant Colonel Charles

M. Busbee, the executive officer of MID, for Colonel Adna R.

Chaffee, the Deputy Chief of Staff, six reasons were given

for the tank's lack of success in Spain. Included were the

arguments that the tanks had not been massed, but used in
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small numbers, that they had not been properly supported by

infantry and artillery, and that antitank weapons were

superior against the armor used on the tanks. Lieutenant

Colonel Busbee also included comments about poor recon-

naissance, maintenance, training and discipline, and

unfortunate decisions to use tanks against villages and

strongholds protected by natural and man-made obstacles.
29

There was almost no information from the attaches about

the total number of tanks used in Spain. Lieutenant Colonel

Waite in January 1937 received information that there were

approximately 150 Soviet tanks, 150 German tanks and 300

Italian tanks in Spain by the end of 1936. Historians of

the war disagree with the Italian and German figures. Hugh

Thomas and Ramon and Jesus Salas Larrazabal generally agree

that the Italians and Germans sent no more than 150 to 200

tanks to Spain through the entire war. Ramon Salas

Larrazabal, in fact, believes it is unlikely that as many as

120 German tanks were used by the Republicans. However, all

three agree that the Soviet Union eventually sent between

900 and 1000 tanks to the Government.
30

Although the figure of 1000 Soviet tanks seems large,

it is relatively small when combat losses over almost three

years are considered. Tank warfare was interesting to

observers and important in isolated battles, but there were

never enough tanks, and Spain remained an infantry war.
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Less information was available to the attaches about

antitank weapons. The occasional scraps and bits of data

provide an incomplete but generally positive impression of

their capabilities and their use. In May 1937 Lieutenant

Colonel Lee quoted an article by Liddell Hart in which he

said "the defense against tanks has been developed and

perfected more quickly and more effectively than the tank

itself." The antitank weapons used in Spain were clearly a

threat to the tankers. As Colonel Fuqua concluded, an

infantryman with an antitank gun had no need to fear tanks.
3 1

Lieutenant Colonel Waite identified three different

antitank weapons sent to Spain from Germany: a 37 mm. gun, a

20 mm. heavy machine gun and an antitank rifle. The use of

these weapons was also confirmed by the French War Depart-

ment. MID received little information about the 37 mm.

Lieutenant Colonel Waite described it as a split-trail gun

weighing 370 kilograms (814 lbs.) and capable of pene-

trating 33 mm. of armor at an angle of 90 degrees at 500

meters (m.). He also noted that the 20 mm. machine gun

had a long barrel, fired a projectile capable of "great
32

penetration," and was mounted on a small caterpillar vehicle.

Colonel Fuqua received further information from a

captured German document dealing with the employment of the

20 mm. According to the document, the 20 mm. was meant to
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be sighted for a range up to 1000 m. and employed as a

direct fire weapon. It had an effective range of 600 m.,

although the paper claimed that any hit within 1000 m. "is

disabling to the vehicle." The weapon could be employed as

a unit, by section or individually, although the document

failed to specify the size of the normal unit, or how many

sections it contained. It did specify a minimum interval

between pieces of 100 m. on a front of no more than 400 m.,

and it noted that in a defensive position the guns pre-

ferably should be placed 200 m. from the enemy front line.
33

The only data sent about the German antitank rifle came

from Colonel Fuqua, based on more notes captured from the

Nationalists. The antitank rifle was described as being of

7.92 mm. It also had a special projectile, marked with a

red tip, which was capable of penetrating Soviet armor at

distances of less than 100 m. The attaches provided no

other technical information.
34

According to reports by Lieutenant Colonels Waite and

Lee the German anittank weapons were effective. Lieutenant

Colonel Waite noted that the 37 mm. was successful against

Soviet tanks, and Lieutenant Colonel Lee's unidentified

British source claimed that the German antitank weapons were

among the best in the world.
3 5

Colonel Paine and Lieutenant Colonel Waite agree that

the Italians sent 20 mm. and 47 mm. antitank guns to Spain.
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From a captured Italian document Colonel Fuqua gathered some

specific information about the 20 mm. It was either

truck-mounted or operated on its own wheels. It was

normally employed in batteries of six weapons, and although

it could be operated in sections, it was rarely employed

individually. The captured document further explained that

although the 20 mm. could be used for both antitank and

antiaircraft missions, it was primarily designed to be an

antiaircraft weapon. According to Lieutenant Colonel

Waite's sources in the French War Department, both the 20

mm. and the 47 mm. were effective against Soviet tanks.
36

The attaches gathered almost no information about

Soviet antitank weapons. Lieutenant Colonel Waite mentioned

a 25 mm. Soviet gun in one report, but no one else ever did.

All that Lieutenant Colonel Waite said about it was that it

was effective against the German and Italian tanks. Two

other reports by Lieutenant Colonels Waite and Lee talk

about a 47 mm. Soviet gun, but again, the only information

offered concerned its effectiveness. The same is true of
37

reports about a 45 mm. gun.

It is unlikely that the Soviets had both a 45 mm. gun

and a 47 mm. gun. Although there is little information from

historians about the use of antitank weapons in Spain, what

little is available indicates that the Soviet weapon was a

45 mm. Albert and Joan Seaton provide no evidence that

there ever was a Soviet 47 nm., but mention later models of
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a 45 mm. John Weeks in Men Against Tanks does not mention a

47 mm. either, although he does talk about the Soviets using

an obsolete 45 mm. against German tanks in 1941. And Hugh

Thomas does identify a Soviet 45 mm. in Spain and says that

it was "superior to any German models then available."
38

Lieutenant Colonel Waite and Colonel Fuqua also briefly

identified some other foreign antitank weapons used in

Spain, although they do not mention which side used which

weapons. Based on an article in Revue militaire generale,

Lieutenant Colonel Waite identified the 13 nm. Hotchkiss,

the 25 mm. Hotchkiss and the 20 mm. Oerlikon as foreign

weapons providing the best results. His source also argued

that Spain had been used as a testing ground for antitank

weapons, and that antitank weapons development had surpassed

tank development.
39

The observation that antitank weapons had surpassed

tank development was perhaps the most important conclusion

reached about the use of tanks and antitank weapons in

Spain. And if the trend was toward heavier tanks to try to

overcome the threat of antitank weapons, there also appeared

a trend toward larger and more powerful antitank guns.

American reserve Brigadier General Henry J. Reilly spent

seven months in Spain as a news correspondent. He reported

in a letter to MID during the autumn of 1938 that "no one
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has any use for the 37 mm. or similar small caliber weapon

for antitank or antiaircraft fire." He stated that the

Germans, Italians and 5anish soldiers he talked to wanted

an antitank gun of at least 65 mm. Perhaps Liddell Hart

would have disagreed. In an article sent by Lieutenant

Colonel Lee to MID in the spring of 1937 Liddell Hart had

argued that light antitank weapons had the advantage of

being easily shifted from location to location and quickly

brought up to the front lines.
40

Other sources observed that antitank defense needed to

be coordinated, and that the antitank guns were only part

of the defensive plan. Lieutenant Colonel Waite commented

that the antitank weapons worked most effectively when they

were used in conjunction with obstacles.
4 1

Although the information gathered by the attaches about

antitank weapons was scant, most of it appears reasonably

accurate. Antitank weapons have not received the same

attention by historians as airplanes and tanks, but some

mention is made of their existence in Spain. Tim Sweet and

John Coverdale confirm the use of the 20 mm. and 47 mm.

Italian guns. Raymond Proctor and Dr. von Senger und

Etterlin have done the same for the German weapons. And, as

already mentioned, Hugh Thomas confirmed the existence of a
42

45 mm. Soviet antitank gun.
/

The attaches were able to gather a little more

information about antiaircraft guns than about antitank
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weapons, although much of the information began to overlap.

Weapons like the Italian 20 mm. and the German 88 mm. were

at various times used for both antitank and antiaircraft

roles. Still, the technical data collected was random and

incomplete, and in some cases not quite accurate. Most

important were the reports of the effectiveness of some of

the equipment used.

Early reports from Paris in 1937 about German anti-

aircraft guns mentioned a 23 mm., a 25 mm., a 37 mm. and an

88 mm. By August 1938 the information accurately reflected

three main German weapons: a 20 mm., a 37 mm., and an 88 mm.

Lieutenant Colonel Bernard R. Peyton, the attache in

Berlin in 1939, confirmed that the Germans had sent two

types of antiaircraft batteries to Spain. He mentions

the 88 mm. and the 20 mm. batteries, but does not note

any 27 mm. weapons. Raymond Proctor clarifies the situation.

The antiaircraft weapons for the Condor Legion were in

a unit designated Flak Group F/88 which included, for

most of its existence, five batteries of 88 mm. guns and

two mixed batteries of 20 mm. and 37 mm. weapons. Proctor

explains that the mixed batteries each contained twelve 20

mm. and three 37 mm. guns. The 88 mm. batteries contained

four guns each.
43

Lieutenant Colonel Fuller in a report in August 1937

provided a partial description of the 20 mm. He wrote that
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it was mounted on two wheels and pulled by a motorcycle or

by hand, and to fire the crew had to take it off the wheels

and place it on a tripod. He also noted that the gun was

"siad to be particularly effective." The attaches submitted
44

no more data about the 20 mm., or any about the 37 mm.

However, MID received a bit more information about the

88 mm. Although no attache provided a complete description,

Lieutenant Colonels Lee, Fuller and Waite generally agreed

when their information overlapped. All reported that it

had a vertical range of between 9000 and 10,000 m., and that

it fired at a rate of between 15 and 20 rounds per minute.

Lieutenant Colonel Waite also pronounced the weapon extremely

accurate, and Lieutenant Colonel Lee, quoting one of his

sources, wrote that the Nationalists "would be much happier

if they had more 88 mm. anti-aircraft defense."
45

Although the 88 mm. was apparently highly successful as

an antiaircraft weapon, it was also used against tanks and

ground forces. Brigadier General Reilly, in his letter to

MID, wrote that the Germans had an 88 mm. weapon "which can

be used at a rapid rate against both aircraft and ground

targets . . . I have seen them change from one to the

other." Lieutenant Colonel Peyton added that the 88 mm. was

used against entrenched infantry in an attack at Bilbao and

during mountain fighting in the Santander campaign.
46
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The attache reports were consistently positive in their

assessment of the German equipment. Colonel Fuqua reported

that the German weapons had been "thoroughly tested" and

were found to be satisfactory. Lieutenant Colonel Fuller in

a conversation with German General Kuhlenthal was told that

the Germans were pleased with the performance of the

antiaircraft weapons in Spain. Major Truman Smith, the

American military attache in Berlin for most of the war,

learned from a private statement by a member of the German

War Ministry that the antiaircraft material sent to Spain

had "proven very satisfactory." He also learned that the

German antiaircraft material used in Spain was the same as

the equipment in Germany. This information served to

strengthen a supposition submitted to MID by Lieutenant

Colonel Lee, who had received indications but no substantial

proof that the antiaircraft weapons used by the Germans in

Spain were the same as the standard equipment of the German
47

military.

According to two different sources who provided

information to Lieutenant Colonel Waite, the Germans alone

manned their antiaircraft weapons. No one was allowed

within a few hundred yards of them, not even the Spanish.

The French War Department verified that "great secrecy

surrounded the operation of these weapons."
48

Lieutenant Colonel Waite also reported that the

Italians operated their own antiaircraft guns. The only gun

reported to be used by the Italians was the same 20 mm. that
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doubled as an antitank gun. According to information sent

by Colonel Paine the gun was a 20 mm. Breda with a maximum

rate of fire of 220 rounds per minute. Colonel Fuqua

reported that it was effective as an antiaircraft gun up to

2000 m.; Lieutenant Colonel Waite provided an effective

range of 2500 m. The attaches sent no other information to
49

MID about the Italian antiaircraft weapons.

As with the antitank weapons, the information gathered

by the attaches about Soviet antiaircraft guns is confused

and incomplete. The only thing that is clear is that the

Soviet antiaircraft batteries were not effecient or

effective.
50

The clearest report of a Soviet gun came from Captain

Griffiss in April 1937. He described a 76 mm. gun that

fired 21 rounds per minute, had an angle of fire of from 0

to 85 degrees, a maximum altitude of fire of 9,000 m., and

a maximum vertical range of 14,000 m. This information is

probably accurate. At least the Seatons admit that the Red

Army used a 76 mm. antiaircraft weapon before the Second

Worled War, as well as 40 mm. and 80 mm. Bofors and Vickers
51

models.

Lieutenant Colonel Fuller, using information from the

French War Department, mentions 40 mm. guns used in

conjunction with larger caliber Soviet antiaircraft weapons

as well. He noted that there were four 40 mm. in each
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battery in addition to the four larger guns that he

tentatively identified as 88 mm. It is unclear what the

guns really were, but probably they were 76 mm. or 80 mm.

weapons. Unfortunately, the historians of the Spanish Civil

War have not specified the types of antiaircraft and anti-

tank weapons provided each side by its allies.
52

In addition to the material supplied by the Soviets,

there were apparently other foreign antiaircraft weapons

used by the Government. Captain Griffiss reported in July

1937 that there were three antiaircraft batteries near

Valencia called Battery Movil, Battery Skoda and Battery

Oerlikon, possibley indicating the types of weapons used by

each battery. In addition, Colonel Fuqua noted in early

1938 that six Swiss guns of unspecified caliber, and two

English 88 mm. antiaircraft guns were being installed at

Barcelona. He added that "If both are successful, 100 of

each will be purchased."
53

As with the antitank guns, the most important infor-

mation that came from the attaches was the assessment of

the efficiency and effectiveness of the weapons used. The

reports repeatedly and clearly indicate that the

Nationalist weapons, especially the German equipment, were

accurate and effective, while the Government's antiaircraft

program was poor. Lieutenant Colonel Fuller received, from

both British and French sources, the information that the
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armament used by the Government, which was largely Soviet,

was inferior to that of the Germans. The attaches also

noted a lack of antiaircraft guns on the Government side.

Because most historians consider antiaircraft and antitank

weapons under the broad category of artillery, it is unknown

how many of each type of weapon were in Spain.
54

How effective the antiaircraft guns were is open to

some question too. Lieutenant Colonel Waite in three

separate reports during the first six months of 1937 stated

that 80 percent of all planes the Nationalists shot down

were brought down by antiaircraft fire. At the same time,

Lieutenant Colonel Kroner, citing an interview with a

newsman returning from Spain, reported that most of the

aircraft shot down in Spain were lost in dogfights with

other planes.
55

Both reports may be based on fact, although 80 percent

seems a bit high. The newsman spent his time in Government

Spain, whose air force dominated the skies until the

Messerschmitts arrived during the summer of 1937. It is

likely that most of the planes the Government brought down

fell in aerial combat. On the other hand, until the summer

of 1937 the Nationalists might well have had to rely on

their antiaircraft weapons to down enemy planes. However,

Raymond Proctor reported that, in total, the Condor Legion

shot down 386 Government planes, of which 59 were brought

down by antiaircraft fire.
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The war on the ground, like the war in the air,

illuminated changes that were occurring in the condact of

war. The light tanks, praised in the early 1930s for their

speed, were found to be a liability when they met the

heavier armed and armored Soviet tanks. And all tanks in

Spain abruptly faced antitank weapons that could immobilize

or destroy them. The tank that was supposed to return

maneuver and offense to the battlefield was countered with

modern antitank weapons that gave advantage again to the

defense. To overcome the threat of the antitank weapons,
I

the attaches and their sources stressed the need for tanks

to be employed in mass, not as separate weapons or in small

groups. They also recommended that the use of tanks be

coordinated with the infrantry, who could hold the ground

gained, and with the artillery and aviation, who could

protect the tanks by destroying or suppressing enemy anti-

tank fire.

Although the attaches gathered little technical data

about the antitank and antiaircraft weapons, they were in

agreement that the antitank weapons were effective in

meeting their enemies in Spain. However, with the trend

toward heavier tanks there was an implied corresponding

trend toward more powerful antitank weapons.

The effectiveness of the antiaircraft weapons of the

Germans made an impression on the attaches, as did the

relative ineffectiveness of the Soviet guns. Yet both sides
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had to change their tactics to avoid contact with anti-

aircraft batteries, and both sides lost planes to these

weapons. The effectiveness of any country's model of

antiaircraft gun would imply future use, and possibly,

future development of this kind of weapon.

The war on the ground was similar in its trenches and

infantry battles to the Great War, yet it was also a signal

of changes to come in a future European war.
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CONCLUSION

The fighting in Spain ended on the last day of March

1939; and five months later Europe was at war. There was no

time to ponder the data gathered and the conclusions reached

by the attaches, war followed war too quickly. Yet Spain

held clues to the war that would come in Europe. The

weapons used by the Germans, Italians and Soviets in Spain

were not outdated relics surplus to their armies; they were

largely their armies' standard equipment, and they were

employed based on tactical doctrine learned in peacetime

training in Germany, Italy and the Soviet Union. Although

the information gathered by the attaches was often random

and incomplete, they and their sources saw trends in the

development and use of modern weapons, especially the

airplane, the tank, and antiaircraft and antitank guns.

The airplane, used primarily for light bombing and as a

fighter in the Great War, expanded its missions in Spain to

include ground support of maneuver units. It was a role at

which the airplane excelled, even under the threat of enemy

antiaircraft defense. The plane as a mobile gun platform

did provide mobility and flexibility to forces on the

battlefield. And in their traditional roles as bombers and
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fighters the planes became faster and better armed. Twenty

millimeter cannons began to replace machine guns on the

fighters. And the fast bombers developed by the Germans and

Soviets were soon countered by equally fast fighter planes,

reinforcing the need for the bombers to carry their own

armament and fly under the protection of fighter escort.

The bombing of civilian populations in Spain, although

not as massive or as thorough as advocated by Giulio Douhet,

failed to achieve the panic and despair expected. The

limited results of bombing, combined with increasingly

effective antiaircraft weapons, hinted at the future

survival of cities and populations subjected to bombing.

The bomber was not the wonder weapon some air advocates had

been insisting it was. Spain demonstrated that fighter

planes and antiaircraft weapons could provide a defense

against enemy bombers.

On the ground the light, fast tanks sent to Spain by

Germany and Italy proved vulnerable to antitank guns, and to

the heavier armored and armed Soviet tanks. And all tanks

were in peril when employed singly or in small groups, and

without the protection of artillery or aviation. The

attaches and their sources insisted that tanks had to be

employed in mass and in combination with infantry, aviation

a-d artillery support to be effective. The use of tanks in
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Spain also demonstrated that the advantages of heavy armor

and armament outweighed the corresponding loss of speed.

Effective antitank guns, especially combined with

obstacles, served to slow or destroy enemy tanks. And as

the tanks of the future would become heavier, there was a

corresponding indication in Spain that the antitank weapons

would likewise become larger and more powerful. The

Germans' successful use of the 88 mm. as both a 2iect fire

weapon and an antiaircraft gun was an indicator of the

direction in which defensive weapons could develop.

The attaches, without formal intelligence training and

most often removed from the site of battle, managed to

gather a significant amount of information about the weapons

and how they were used in Spain. Although in hindsight the

information was not always entirely accurate, it represented

the best efforts of the attaches to provide the staff of MID

with information they could analyze, and from which they

could draw conclusions.

The Spanish Civil War was quickly overshadowed by the

Second World War, but for a brief time in 1939 it was

Europe's most modern war, fought with weapons developed

since 1918, and pitting industrialized European nations

against each other. It was truly worthy of American

intelligence interest.
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